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one library in

literature,

this

country

a

a little more

than 205,000 volumes.

It is true, indeed, that the

numerical ex-

in passing, that these receipts,which pass tent of u great library is tbc least imporfrom hand to hand like so much stock in tant index to its value. The great libraries

the Stock Exchange, afford great facilities of Italy, for example, several, of
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First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

TTUITE, J., Dealer

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

VANDERUAAR.

for speculating, to the injury of legitimate

business, and it is estimatedthat in active

MircbitTallon.

which
embrace 200,000 volumes or more, arc
cbiefiy repositoriesof classicaland medieval learning; the storehouses of forgot-

and treble the amount of
all the wheat in the United States is ten controversies in philosophy and theology. Almost wholly destitulo of modern
bought and sold in Chicago.

seasons double

history, science, and letters, they are rather

Hut the wheat in the elevatorsbeing
wanted

literary cemeteries than living contribu-

consumption, the buyer char-

for

tions io tho progress of the people. While
the Library of the United States is not
port— Buffalo, Erie, Oswego or Montreal,
exempt from trash, its stores arc still for
as the case may be. These vessels are
the most part well selected ; and it has
ters vessels

to carry it to some Eastern

II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper loaded by “ spouts” conveying the grain
and twine; 8th street.
from the elevator into the vessel ; and as

V

Attorney at Law, Collecting and
Pension Claim Agent. Office. East of ‘•City

these sptuts can discharge 2,000 to 3,000

been gathered, under successiveadministrations,with a view to the highest utility,
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\r RN YON. NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

T'VOESBURG,

the seaboard is reached.

iJ

the Canadian canals to

D., Real Kstate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Puhllc and Conveyancer;Collections made In Holland and vicinity.

I

T7AN 8CHBLVKN, G..

IklNNEKANT, Miss A. M., Dealer In Books A
13 Stationary; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River

V

Notary Public, Justice
of the Peace and Conveyancer; Office, Hol-

land City Xeu't.

street

dealer In
Books and Stationery ; River street.
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A

T..

by

Stationery, Toys, Notions and Caudles;opposite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Boots and Shoes.

17LFEKDINK W. A

Vi

Fhotographi.

T ADDER GEORGE, Photographs and Gems

Ij

In all the variousstyles and slics; Gallery
on Eighth Street.

Phyiielani.

II. General dealers

Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done;

NNIS. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
l S. W. cor. Public Square.

River street.

of spectators,by Gen.Schenck, U. 8. Min-

moneys, wide enough and deep enough to better selectionthan

II., Notary Puhllc, Conveyancer, accommodatecrafts of a far larger burden
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug
than can iloat in our Erie Canals. The
Store, 8th street.

CO., Dealers in Books,
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In

first is

Montreal. By this ister at the Court of Bt. James. The I,onroute, the vessels that load at the Lake don Telegraph, in an editorialarticle, comports go direct to Montreal without trans menting on the occasion says: ‘‘It Is, wo
ferring their cargoes, the canals king suppose,the first monument to a foreign
made, by a wise expenditureof the public ruler ever erected upon English soil. A

second route

Xli

The

Vf^ALSH,

pLOKTINUH. A., Book-Binder,and
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H., Notary Public and Conveyancer; office at residence,Ninth street.

0081, HKNKY
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TTEROLD.

is

could not he made

as

Abraham

Lincoln

an exceptionto the

old negative rule. No other statesman or

by Buffalo or Oswego, and sovereign not English, seems so much akin

thence by the Erie canals. Into these ca- as the Presidentwho conducted the United
nals the Lake craft cannot enter, and the

States through the great civil war which
Lake agitated this country as no other conflict
vessels into canalboats, which is done by In which wc were officiallyneutral ever
means of elevators at those ports, a pro- did.
Beyond this,'
cess involving expense and loss of time. President Lincoln had qualities that came
At Troy these canalboats enter the Hud- home to our hearts. He was utterly un-

grain must be transferredfrom the

* * # #

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.; /CARPENTER,J. 11., Physician, Surgeonand AcV J conchant. Office and residence on 9th street.
Eighth street.
son River, and are thence towed by steam- like the American orator of the high-flying
Strangers are requested to inquire at Van Putten’s.
ers to New Yoik. The third route is one type; he was sober, measured,and fond
OPRUT8MA, L. A SON, Dealers In and Mannfacturers of all kinds of Boots and Shoes; 9th f KDEBOEH. F. 8., Physician and Surgeon: which is only developing, but which
of law in word and deed. He was plain,
Office in Van Landegend’s Brick Block, 2d

11

O

street.

ui

Brags

kedlelses.

floor.

promisesere long to be a formidable com- homely, and honest

POWERS,

petitor to the canals,

T. D^. HomeopathicPhysician and
Surgeon ; office on M. D. Howard's lot, corDealer In Drugs and Medicities,Paints and Oils, Bnishes, Ac. Phy- ner of 8th and Kl verst, {residence on 10th st.
sician’sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
OCHOUTEN, R. A., Surgeon,Physician ObstetriRegular graduatedand Licensed. OfI7AN PUTTEN, Wn., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- fice atclan.
residence, corner 9th and Fish street.
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Biro's Family Medicines; River St.
Sivlfig Maehl&ei.
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their freight from Chicago to Grand Haven as fol-

stock of goods appertaining to the business.
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100 lbs.
Grain, Feed, Potatoes in Bags, etc,, at He per
100 Ibfl.
Bhls Syrup, Whiskey, OH, Pork, Vinegar,etc.,
at 40c. per fehl.
Bhls Sngar, Hice, Peas, Beans, etc., at 25c per
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The MERCHANTS and SHIPPERS of Holland
\X7 ALSli HEBER. Druggist A Pharmacist;afhll,
•nd vicinity are hereby notifiedthat the GO(Jl

General Merchandise—Dry Goods. Groceries,
Hardware, Crockery, Drug*, Boots A Shoes. Hats
A Caps, etc., at 18c per 100 Iha.
Iron, Nalls A Spikes, Lead, Paint, etc., at 15c per
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is hut

and, wc may say, with some general unity
bushels an hour, it is evident that the
Merchant Tavlor,and Dealer
of [ifon— Republic,
13 In ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish- loading of vessels is a very rapid process,
Btkerlei.
ing Goods.
even though carrying, as some of the Lake
UINNKKANT. .1., Proprietorof the Pioneer
The corner-stone of the “ Lincoln MemT70R8T, W., Merchant Taylor. Cloth purchas- vessels do, 70,000 to 80,000 bushels.
13 Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
orial-Tower,”was laid in London, on the
ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing
pKSSINK, Mum. L., Proprietress of City Bakery; promptly attended to. River street.
From the Lakes there arc, what may be Oth ult. The ceremony was performed
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in
called,
three exits, or channels, by which In the presence of a considerablenumber
tfotirv
Putllci.
this line served on call ; 8th street.
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aud there
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R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in tors. It passes into and becomes part of
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
an enormous mass of wheat of the same
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
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Grand Haven

the ware house, and the inspector issues

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder VERBEEK, H. W..A CO.. Proprietors of the
Odd Fellows’,holds its regular meetings at Odd
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildFellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
of each week.
Visiting brothersare cordially invited.
WINTERS BRO S A BROWER (successors to
Orro Bueyman, N. O.
Dutton A TiionrsoN), Engineers and Machinists.See Advertisement.
R. K. Heald, Rec. See'y.
47-1 y
R. A. Schoutkx, Hr. Stc'y.
yEEB CARL, Proprietor of Holland Bmotry;
Ai tenth street, opposite Tannery of Cappon A

/

m.
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Mnakeijon
Ferry »bur«
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Sale Stable; Market

his certificate of so much wheat of such a one of the great nationallibraries of the
class
received. For the facility of busi- world. Although there arc fifteen libraVTIBBELINK, J. H.. Livery and Sale Stable;
ii good accommodation for horses; 9th street, ness, all the wheat of each class is put to- ries in Europe which contain more ttooks,
near Market.
gether. No particularlot of wheat can there are few which embrace so large a
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OCOTT, W.

L

The
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IJKALD,

lit’ BRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Sollcitor in Chancery; office with M. D. Howakd, cor. Eighth and River streets.

Qolng
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No. 2

commanding

XiBufictortei,Xllli, Slope. Etc.

Hotel.’
3

—

1

F- & A. K.

Real

Monday, June

Effect,

TUI reason shall falterand knowledge shall die,

K. Kbllooo A 8on, Proprietors.
Built In 1878; Furnishedinelegant style, and and delivering grain by steam machinery.
The Congmiional Library.
a first-class hotel throughout.
These elevators in Chicago alone are cal— •ii"--If the glory of a republic, a* baa been
I
HOTEL. J. Ryder. Proprietor: culated to hold 12,000,000 bushels of grain,
opposite thoC. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
well
said, is its literature,the subject of a
and dining lust year there were passed
accommodation; building and furniture new.
great
nationallibrary ought to be one of
through them the enormous quantity of
Livery *ad Sill StaMei.
interest.
Library of
80,000,000 bushels of grain of all kinds.
IkENDER, G. II. Livery ami Sale Stable; new
Congress
is
rapidly
approaching,
even If
The grain thus inspected is taken into
barn; opposite City Hotel; Market street.

®

20th, at

fullnww, speak out, speak out!

is

ous contrivances for receiving, weighing

ilTY HOTEL.

f

ifl

Mich. Lake Shore Rail
Taken

iV

First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to
from the Trains. Eighth street.

wheat

of

taken into the Thy tones shall linger through ages afar,
elevators,which is the modern name for When stone shall whiten and tree shall char;
and
warehouses to which are attached ingeni- When water shall darken beneatha dim sky—
3, or rejected, the

TV
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STATIONS.
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Corn, shelled k) bushel
05
Oats, $) bushel ....................
40
Buckwheat, $) bushel
HO
Rye, W bushel ..................
80 (Tfc 85
Bran. ton .......................
10 00
Feed. V ton ....................... 30 00
1 70
loo lb.
275
Barley,' V 100 lb
1 50
Ing. F 100 lb.
Middling
8 50
Flow, V 100 lb.
Pearl Barley, V 100 lb ..............6 00
7 00
4 50
Buckwheat nour, $1100 lb ..........
2 00
Fine meal, V 100 lb.

Grand Rapids Branch.
Taken

“

by sworn inspectors appointed by the Only the voice shall summon the dead!
MELIS, Dealers in
Hard ware, Tin ware and Farming Imple- State or by a Chamber of Commerce. Acments; Eighth street.
Then shout In whisper, whisper In shout—
cording, then, to its grade, be it No. 1, 2,
I7AN

.

Nunlca.
Fruit

II

®

11.40
1.45
10.55
12.51
, . . •
12.43
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A. M.
11.30 .... . . .
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green ...................
beach, dry ....................
*• green ...................
Hemlock Bark ......................4 50®5 00
Staves, white oak, .................. IS OOfoll 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 8 00® 8 50
ileading bolts, hardwo<Kl ................... 4 50
Stave bolts, softwood ...................... 8 50
Stave bolts,hardwood .....................
4 00
Railroad ties, ................................

1874.

Mail

Chicago.
New Buffalo.

I

Grain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected by the “Hugger Mills.)
Wheat, white V bushel .......... $1 00 @ $

34,

STATIONS.

NighiKi. Mail.
A. in.
r. u.
9.10
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11.30
12.15
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a. a.
3.15
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Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

Effect, Sunday,

COHOES.

Dry tioods.

VAN

i»5

$nit iloiulo.
Ic

121).

X

Wood, Staves, Etc,
three
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines,$2.00 ner annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub
lished without charge.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
ilT All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

Chicago

U

In

NO.

In h recent number of Frank Mie't we EcluMh ecboingechoca, all
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Caps,
Hollow cchoM, respondingto rail;
Clothingand Feed; River street.
find an illustrateddescription of the sysProduce, EtcKchoea from habit, echoes of page.
Apples, |) buahel ................
« S 50 'T'K ROLLER. I)., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods, tem of grain-transportation from the West Erbooa of dogma that ramr by agr ;
Groceries. etc.; Notary Public ami convey1 75
Boaua, 1) buahul ............
.......
to the Eastern sea ports, of which the fol- Erhoos of ayKtcm, echoes of mode,
20 ancer; oJHce and store, cor. 9th nnd'Marketstreet.
Butter, f) lb ...............
(it,
Clover need, bushel .............
lowing leading extracts may be of some Echoca derived from the echoes! code.
PCTTEN A I)E VRIES. Genera) Retail
14
Ekrs, W doxen .......... . ........ ,
Dealers. In Dry Goods. Groceries, Crockery, interestto our readers:
18
Honey, $) lb ..............
........ 13 (ft
Oh, boundlessvoid, oh, mbstince small
10 (10 Hats and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Hay, V ton ...............
“ If, it were possible to take a blrd'l-eyo Where echoes are echoing echoes all
ft
Hides, green
........ .......
•\I7KRKMAN.H.I).. Dealer In Dry Goods, Gro- view of the great West, there would he It wearies, It sickens, tho borrowed note,
Manic mijrar, $) lb ..........
1 50
v
ceries.Crockery, Flour A Provisions.New
Onionn. f bushel ...............
seen on all the lines of railway, both That studied men hurriedly prattleby vote,
1 10 Store, Eighth street.
Potatoes, f bushel ........
Deafer we grow, stupid as klne
Timothy Heed, V bushel..,
branch and main lines, which converge
A SONS, General Dealers In Dry
By doctrinal gamut and classical whine. *
Wool, W lb ...........
Goods, Groceries,Hats and Cans, etc.; towards Chicago and Milwaukee, imMeati, Eto.
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st.
mense trains of covered cars rolling day Tho tide lias a voice, and the winds do speak ;
Hoof, dressed V Vi .......................
fi
Chickens, dressed per lb ...............8 (Jt 9
Bardwirt.
and night with ceaseless activity to these The silent stirs tell us the truths we seek;
Tho sorrowsof need have a snhtle cry
Lard, lb ..............................11 6 18
TTAVKRKATB,U.J.ASON, 1st Ward Hard- points. These cars are filled with grain, That pierces tho heart with Us agony;
Pork, dressed » *> .....................
T
ware Store; sell cheaper than any other;
Smoked meat, V lh ..................... ^ 14
and hold each from HTtO to 500 bushels. There is talk in the hive, Joy utters the bird;
Smoked ham. ft 1b ....................
11 dc 12
8th street.
Smoked shoulders, V lb. ...............
8fo 9
On arriving at their destination,the first But the Voice of man is leldoiuest heard.
Turkeys.$) lb ........................ (n, 10 VAN HER VEEN. K., Dealer In General Hafdoperation is the inspection, which is done
Tallow, $Mb ..........................
B(&7
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
Only the Word can to prophecylead;

I

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Square ...............

IV URSEMAJ.* CO., Dealers

^

TISUS or SUB3CSIPTI0K: -92.00 pirjair la aiTiaci.

1

gtarhetjs.

>

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

BOLUND CITY,

$ue

WHOLE

8, 1874.

The TraniporUtlon of the Wheat Crop.

Oeairal Diileri.

$ew<s.

She Gotland City

ews.

X

I7ANTKRS,

IV

A. M., Agent for Grover and Ba

ker’a Sewing Machines ; Eighth street.

SafiUm,

Dry floods.

DERTflCH, D. (General dealer In Dry I7AUPELL, H., Manufacturerof and dealer in
13 Goods, Yankee Notions,Hats, Caps, etc.; V- Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.

cor. Eighth and Market streets.

x

Flour

Lake

craft

and Eng-

and that is by the land— which has often given its confl
dischargingtheir cargoes at E- dencc to statesmen who made up by char-

have

rie or Buffalo, to be transjiortedthence by

acter what they might

railroad to the seaboard. Already large

quickness or fluency—learned to appre-

quantities of grain arc brought

mute, and

it

is that

by which

by

phia and Baltimore sustain their competition

with

New

lacked in

this ciate the sterling qualities of

Philadel-

shrewd, patient, good-humored

the low

man who

bid deep feeling under quaint, West-country

York as grain-exporting anecdotes, and quiet twists of oddity and

ports. Those ports have terminal facili- jest. The terrible circumstancesof his
ties as

yet lacking In

New York— such

as

death, raised these neutral feelings to a

warehouses for the receptionand delivery sudden intensity,and the tower now about
of grain erected at the termini of the rail- to

BUvti, Weed, Bark, Itc.

ltd Food-

in all his acts,

ways. At

present in

New York

the grain,

be

built will perpetuateto after ages

the English sympathy with the

North. At

1TANTER8. R.,

IV

Dealer in Staves.Wood and on arriving, ihust be dischargedinto light- the time of the War, the tone of what is
Bark; olflceathls rcaidence,Eighth street.
ers, and conveyed to various point* in the called ‘good society’was so remarkably in
Tofcucc ud Clgirs.

bW.

..

OTHER FREIGHT IN PROPORTION

Furaiturs

ARRANGEMENTShave

.

rpE ROLLER,

I

harbor, involvingserious delays

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, penses.
Cigars,Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

and

ex-

been made with Mr.
D. P. Clay, Receiver of the M.L. 8. Railroad, for VVeYRR U.,Vci)., Dealers in all kinds of#!! rthe following Rates from Grand Haven to Holland. *VI «Uure. Curtains, Wail Pkper; Toys, Coffins,
A few years ago a hungry crowd sat
l|QMAkin Aid IlAOklBlthS.
Picture.Frames, otc. ; River atreet.
Inclusiveqf Cartage at firand Haven:
down at the well-spreadsupper table of a
1st class, 2nd class, 3rd class. 4th class, |3 ElDfiMA UM , A 80n7gc neral WaJers In 17LIBMAN. J., Wagon and Blackamlth Shop; Bound steamer, upon which one of the
Horae Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
IV Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See addishes containeda trout of moderate size.
done. Gash paid for Fnrs.
10c.
vertisement.
A
serioua looking individual drew this
For further Information apply to Mr. P. PFANdish towards him, saying apologetically,
Watchu Aid Jmlry.
8T1EHL, Holland, or address:
Srocsrlsi
“This is afast day with me?’ His next neigh•GOODRICH TR ASPORT ATION CO.,
pUETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies 1 a A LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watcbma- bor, an Irish gentleman, immediatelyinChicneo, Ilk
kora. The oldest establishmentIn the city;
ready market for countn produce; a choice
serted his fork mU) the fish, and transferred
HTThe eveningtrain for Grand Haven, connects stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. Eighth street.
it to Ids own plate, remarking, ‘‘Bir, do
with this line of Steamers. The Boat for Chicago,
VAARWBRK, G. J., Family Supply Store; TOSLIN ABREYMAN, Watchmakers,Jcwel- you suppose nobody has a soul to be saved
leaves Grand Haven every evening, except Satur*J
era,
and
dealers
in
Fancy
Goods
;
cor.
Eighth
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
days, and waits until the arrival of the M. L.
but youriclf?”
and Market streets.
Blacksmith-hop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
Train,
.

17c. 15c. 12c-

v

1

F

favor of the South, and the coldness of our
officialsto the Representativesof the
North was so clear, that to most people
there is something sUrtllng in the assertion that all through the War the immense
majority of the English people gave their
hearty sympathy to Lincoln and his colleagues in their gigantic task. A few

thousand persons who disliked Yankee
manners were on the one side, the nation
was on the other. At the time this, predominant feeling found very imperfectutterances; it is, therefore, the more desirable that' there should rise in our midst an
enduring memorial of the fact.

A terrible accident occurred at
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NEWS SUMMARY.
The East.

Three men
Jenny

n

111.,

ou the 4th inst,, by the falling of the ele-

death of Wm. Dietz
and dangerous wounding of five other workmen, who were precipitatedto the cellar from
the third story.. On the night of the 4th
inst.. at St. Paul, Minn., a man named Barney
Lamb was killed by Cooper Kelley, who run a
short aword through hit body five times....
An important council of Western railroad
managerswas bold In Chicago on the 4th inst.
vator, resolting in the

CO., Publishim.

- -

Dausmen

attackeda mining boea at the

mines, in WilkeBbarre, Pa., in the

npper part of theee coal fields,ort1 the morning of July 29, and intended to natirder him.
One of them was killed. These men demanded work, and, on baing refused, attacked the
boss and tired ten shots at him in rapid sucrrinion.ilatrr- of -which took effect on his
body. He fell to the ground, aa they supposed. dead. The clerk in the mining store
heard the firing and took a gun, ran to the
door and fired upon the assassins as they
started to run ofT. the bail taking effect in the
head of one and killing him instantly.
A riBE at Skowhegan, Me., on the 29th of
July, destroyed Murray's Hotel and adjoining

buildings,involving a loss of $00,000, with

no insurance.... A meeting of the National
Executive Committee of the Union League
of America was held in Philadelphia.July 30.
Ex-Gov. Wm. A. Newell, of New Jersey, in
the chair.

toba, states that the grasshopper plague
so bad in that country as represented.

is

A Drummond’sTobacco Factory, at Alton, not

lington, Iowa, has given notice that he is not,
aud will not be, a candidatefor Congress.

year by $331,963.64. The operating expenses,
including taxes, for the same time were $5.523,642.39...Posenanski A Co., of New York,
manufacturersof shirts, are reported suspended. Liabilities estimated at $500.000 ____
Frank Walworth, who killed his father, has
been taken from Auburn (N. Y.) State Prison
to an insane asylum.... A meeting of railroad men was held in Saratoga, N. Y., recently. to arrange more advantageous freight
regulations. Three commissionerswere appointed to settle all disputes concerning the
cutting of rates.

The West.
The

officerof infantry being the victim..., Rein-

Mr. Tilton, asking tor the doctments with
fffc’cementa have been eent to the ffench which he «Hsertcd4iewas readv to aupport his
Tnl Alabaiqe Democratic State Convention, fcoops guarding th# frontier,aud vifcproaa chalges, the laUftr renRes in'wj^ig to the
on Jrfy 29. ncminated George 8. Houston, by fcaasuiCs hav# Leon ordered to prevent uni- effect that be appeared before the committee
formed Carlists from crossing the frontier. . and began to read the papers referred to.
After considerablediscussion it was resolved a unanimous vote, for Governor. A. R. Man- In tho British House of Commons, ou the 4th
when he was interruptedby the committee's
to restore ante-panic rates for the transpor- ning was nominatedfor Lieutenant-Governor. iust., Mr. Bonrke, under Secretaryfor Foreign
lawyer, who suggestedthat Mr. Winslow,a
____ The Republicans of the Eighth Illinois
tation of grain from the interior to Chicago.
Affairs, stated that Her Majesty's Government member of the committee,should perform
District, on July 30, nominated Hon. G. L.
This is an increase of from ten to twentyhad no intention of taking part in armed in- the dutv of examining them. Having acFort for re-election. .The Central Executive
five per cent, over the rates at present existterventionin Hpain, and no reason to suppose quiesced iu this suggestion,Tijton expected
Committeeof the Reform (or Farmers’) party
ing.
that other European powara contemplated a call fjDm Mr. Winslow, but about this time
o’ Illinois held a meotiugat the Briggs House,
stich a step, which would not meet with en- he was arrested at the instance of Gaynor,
in Chicago, July 30. It was an informal sort
The South.
couragement from England.... Tho Earl of and so the matter rested. He then informs
of gathering,and, beyond fixing the 6th of
Gov. Ames, of Mississippi, has returned to
Septemberas the time, and Bloomingtonas Egmout is dead....News from Great Britain the committee!that he has at last come to the
the capital, aud seconds the request of his the place for the next meeting, nothing defi- iudicatos that the American bane-ballersare conclnsiou that as they are “a committeeof
having a htoh time there, and are meeting Mr. Beecher’s friends, appointedby himself,
Lieutenant for troops to oe sent to Vicksburg nite was accomplished.
with splendid succew. The newspaperspub- expected to act in his behalf : assisted by at....In the ArkansasConstitutionalConvenIn Indiana the campaign on the Republican lish all the details of the games played,giving
torneys employed exclusivelyfor bto vindication, July 30, an ordinance was offered, and side was commenced by a speech from Senator full explanations,and refer particularly to the
tion ; holding secret sessions, inaccessibleto
referred to the appropriate committee, abolMorton at Terre Haute, cn the 31st of July, beautiful catching of the Americans. The the public ; having no power to comuel witishing the offices of Lieutenant-Governor,
game of cricket at Lord's cricket ground on nesses ; giving no opportunityfor the opposite
Superintendent of Public Instruction,Super- in which ho discussed the spirit of the two the 4th was uot interestingon account of the
intendent of Public Works, Commissionerof parties,the financialquestion, civil rights, weather. Both parties agreed to play but one side to cross-examine such as voluntarilyapImmigration aud State Lands, Superintendent the temperance issue, Cauadiau reciprocity, iuuing each, and the Americans won by a pear; publishing or suppressing their testimony as yon see fit, and so far as my own exof the Penitentiary,the Pulaski Chancery the tariff, electoralcollege, and cheap trans- score of 107 to
•.
perience goes, asking no questionssave such as
Court. Phillips Criminal Court, and the four portation.
were irrelevant to the case, aud omittingto
Associate-Justices
of the Supreme Court.
Previous to adjourning,July 31, the Alapublish iu your imperfect and unjust report
Itoectaer-Tilton.
A Shreveport (La.) dispatch, July 30, says bama Democratic State Conveution nominated
of my testimony all that was most pertinent
New York, July 29. -Tlie Brooklyn Eagle to my own side of the controversy”—he had
the white tax-payorsof Natchitoches parish, B. D. Lewis and W. H. Forney for Congressnumbering 700, met in convention on the 27th, men-at-large....Tho RepublicanConvention says : “ We are informed aud authorized to determined to bid them a respectfulfarewell.
His counsel had been instructed to take the
aud demanded the resignationsof the District at Laramie City, W. T., July 30. nominated announcethat the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher
case to a court of law, aud had in turn inaud Parish Judges, Tax Collectors and Parish unanimouslythe Hon. J. M. Carey for Dele- lias very recently written a letter to Frank
structed him to hold no further communicaAttorney. The two Judges left the parish, gate to Congress....The Galveston (Tex.) Moulton, iu which Mr. Beecher earnestlyasks
tion with the committee except a courteous
News'
special
says
the
Conservative
Couveuand
adjures
Mr.
Moulton
to
go
before
the
and have uot been heard from, but the others
.

.

.

.

105.

for redemption, malting the total receipts $9.350.039 ____
National Grange has com-

from each State representedin the interpiled statisticsshowing the strength of national congressat Brussels, has been ai>the granges in the vsnous States. It is poiuted to prepare, under the presidency of
estimatedthat the aggregate number of Baron Jomini, a report upon the programme
granges is not much less than 20,000. On the which is to be followed in the proceedings of
1st day of June. Iowa had the largest number
that body ____ The Vienna journals say Austria
being 1.994 : Indiana bad 1,968 ; Missouri. has received a circularnote from Germany,
1,929 ; Kansas, 1,321 : Illinois,1,481. and Kenurging the great powers to combine to pretucky 1.101. The Cotton and Gulf States vent the continuance of Carlist atrocities in
alone had 4.065 granges. There are now Hpain and has given a favorable reply. . .By a

The

.

granges in ail the States, and about 30 iu the
Canadas.

vote taken in the French Assembly, M. Leon
do Maleville’smotion for a dissolutionwas
Despite the action of the Government in defeated by 332 yeas, 374 nays ..... The Paris
refusing to send the military to Vicksburg, I j€ Temps states that England, Germany and
Italy have agreed to establish joint surveilthe executive powers of the State still persist

lance over the Hpanish froutiers .....
of the Criminal in the statement that the pnblic peace is en- Nows from Lisbon says the Portuguese audangered. Gov. Ames, who has been away thorities have taken active measures to preCourt of Cook county, 111., on the 29th of from hia post, has returned, aud on the 30th
Chicago fire-bug, N. Staaden, was in-

..

,

in

flSl.70.exceeding the earnings of the previous

The committee have learned that Frank
Moulton is the enest of Ben Butler,at Bay
View, Mass. They regard his testimony as of
the utmost importance, bat it is improbable

Political.
Hon. George F. Hoar ie said to be undethat ho will give it.
sirous of being nominated for Governor of
Bismarck's son has fought a duel at DasselNew Yo»k, Aug. 4.— H. W. Saga^ Chairman
Ma8sacbueette....Geo. A. C. Dodge, of Bur- dorf and killed his min— M. Sarskawan. an
of tfce Beecher Committee, having written to

A Philadelphia dispatch of July 31, says
“The examination of members of the bankrupt firm of Jay Cooke A Co. has not resulted
with the request.All quiet ; no tion at Fort Worth, nominated J. W. Throckany important disclosures. Jay complied
morton for Congress from the Third District.
violenceapprehended.
Cooke stated that the profits of
Senator Morton's health has again failed
The
Governor
of Lonisianahas signed
the firm were $500,000 in 1871, and the
same in 1872, and that in 1873, op to the time the death warrant of the five men implicated him, and he has been obliged to abandon the
of their suspension,the accumulationof profits in the murder of Elisha Eastwood, in April political field in Indiana and go South....Sufamounted to $1,825,000. The firm took the
ficient returns from the Kentucky elections
Northern Pacificbonds at 83 and interest, last. One of the condemned is a white man,
have been received to warrant the assertion
making about 86$. He understood that the two arc mulattoee,and two negroes.
Allen Harris was stabbed and killed at a that the State has gone Democraticby an
bonds were now worth 30 in the market, and
overwhelming majority.... An election was
if aid should be granted by Congress, the
political meeting in New Orleans on the 1st also held in Utah on the 3d inst., and Canbonds would be above par. Henry D. Cooke
non, the Delegate in the present Congress,
inst.
stated, in his examination,that the firm owed
was returned.
A
fire
broke
out
in
the
store-room
of
Hope
the First NationalBank of Washington tCOO,The Democrats of the Ninth Indiana Con000. for which the bank had no securityex- woolen mills, Louisville, Ky., on the night of
cept *100,000 in Northern Pacific bonds.'’
gressional
District met at Crawfordsvilleon
the 4th iust., causing a loss of $20,000.
the
4th
inst.,
ami nominated Hon. Lander
The harbor-steamer John Roller ran down
Washington.
McCling for Congress. In the Fifth Indiana
and sunk a sail-boatoff Long Island Head,
Secretarv Bristow, in his negotiationof District W. S. Holman was nominated by acnear Boston, on the 81st of July. Thtboat
the new five-per-cent,
loan, has taken meas- clamation..... There is every prospect that
containedthree men, all of whom were
ures to prevent the lapse of intereston the Elder Cannon will be returned as the delegate
drowned .... Hon. Pbiladelnh V an Trnmp. exfrom Utah to the Forty-fourthCongress. The
Congressmanfrom Ohio died on the 30th of exchange of bonds, by which the syndicate last Congress refused to expel Cannon for his
has heretofore reaped so large a profit ____
July at his residencein Lancaster, Ohio.
polygamouspractices.
Four hundred and seventy-fivethousand five
Drniso the year ending May 31, 1874, the hundred dollars iu nationalhank currencywas
Foreign.
Michigan Central railroad earned *7,634,- received at the Treasury on the 29th of July,
A committee composed of one delegate
:

course of spectatorswas large, aud seemed to
bo delighted with the game.... The Public
Worship Regulationbill passed its third
reading in the British House of Commons on
the 3d met.

dicted by the grand jury

committee and exhibitall be has, and tell all
ho knows with reference to 'the matters and
controversy between Theodore Tilton and
Henry Ward Beecher.’This letter is declared
to be long, explicit, earnest,unmistakable,
and to the effect that Mr. Beecher has no
wish and Mr. Moulton no alternativebut for
the latter to go before the committee,
fully and frankly to say all he can say
forthwith.This earnest letter of request
from Mr. Beecher, coming iu with tho request
of the committee itself, will reach, or has
reached, Mr. Moultou at Narragausett Park,
whore ho has been with bis wife."
Gen. Tracy said to-day the committee would
end tho whole thing this week. Mr. Moulton,
Mr. Beecher and one or two minor witnesses
were all there were to be examined.
The Nun of this morning says: “We are
authorized to state that Mr. Beecher's full
answer will pn bably be made as soon as the
allegations and testimony against him shall
all have been put iu."

New

York, July 31.— The counsel for the

InvestigatingCommittee aud the counsel for
Mr. Beecher disclose that they are extremely
anxious, as are all the members of the committee, to get Mr. Francis D. Moulton before
the committee. They assort most positively
that his presence is even more anxiously desired by them than by the newspapers even,
or tho general public. Up to this evening
their letters to him. the mission of their
special messengerto Narragansett Pier, R. I.,
and inquiries and Journeysof counsel and
committeemen with that object in view, had
not obtained a favorablereply from Mr. Moulton. His business-partner said to-day that
Mr. Moulton would probablybo iu town in
the course of the day, and reports reached
Mr. Beecher's friends by evening that Mr.
Moulton was in town, but no word came from
him, and inquiries at his house failed to substantiatethe rumors. Mr. Beecher’s friends
are now bold in asserting that there will be
nothing in Mr. Moulton'stestimony,if it be
given, that can hurt Mr. Beecher, but t if at the
injury, if anv. will fall upon Mr. Moulton.
Victoria \Voodhullaud her sister Tenuie
volunteered to talk to the committee this
evening, but they were not allowed to do so.

vent violationsof the frontier by the Carlisle.... The Provincial Correspondence expresses the hope that the visit of the German
squadron to the coast of Hpain will effect a
happy change in Spanish affairs. . .The Morning Post asserts that Germany will propose
New York, August 3.— A summary of Mrs.
iu the Brussels Congress a recognitionof the
present Government of Hpain.
Tilton’s testimonybefore the Beecher com-

Mrs. Clem, of Indianapolis,lud., is of July he telegraphed to President Grant,
going to remodel her house and live in fine reiterating, in the main, the apprehensions set
style.
forth iu the telegrams and mail advicespreviouslyforwarded by Lieut.-Gov. Davis .
The Hon. N. B. Bradley, M. C., from the Smith, the colored cadet, who was dismissed
Saginaw (Mich.) district, presidedover a from West Point on the ground of his alleged
meeting of representativesof lumber and salt deficiency in philosephy,prints a threeinterests and all opposed to the pending reci- column card in Fred Douglass’ paper, in which
The Directorsof the Bank of England, at a mittee on Friday evening is published to-day.
procity treaty, on the 29th of July, at East he says he has been harshly dealt with.
Mrs. Tilton claimed that she told Susan B.
....Col. A. H. Colt, President of the Illi- meeting July 30, fixed the rate of discount at
Hagrnaw.
Anthony that her husband had accused her of
nois Republican Association in Washington, 3 per cent.... The two American base-ball
A duplication of the celebrated Swing has been appointed Chief Clerk of the Internal clubs now visitingEngland gave their first improper conduct with several Brooklyn gentlemen. including Mr. Beecher, but that she
case, which disturbed Chicago society, is ou Revenue Office.
exhibition matcli at Liverpool the 30th of assured Miss Anthony that there was no
the carpet in Indianapolis,except that it is
A^ Washington dispatch of July 31 says : July. The attendance was large. The Ath- truth whatever iu any of the charges. She
the Methodist Episcopal Church that is to be Supervising Architect Mullett anuonnees that letics beat the Red Stockings,in 10 innings, denies, therefore,without reserve, that she
tom up in this case, instead of the Presby- he expects to have the south wing of the now by a score of 14 to 11. The play wan much ever confessed herself guilty to Mies
admired, and called furth considerable ap- Anthony.
terian. The accused is T. A. Goodwin, of
Tho Third District Court-roomin Brooklyn
Indianapolis, a graduate of Osbury Uni- State Departmentready for occupancy by the plause from the spectators. . There is a seri1st of October ____ Only about 800 men are ous strike of operatives of the flax mills at was again crowded this morning by those wiio
versity.
now employed at the Norfolk Navy Yard, but Belfast. Ireland. The striking work-people were anxious to observe the changing phases
A Fort Worth (Texas) special says : “ Col. it is stated that 400 more will be put at work are making threatening demonstrations____ of the Beecher-T Ron scandal. When the
Stewart, member of the Legislature,just re- early next mouth. . It is announced that the Reports from Spain say the Carlists have ordinary routine business of the court had
Treasury Department has now, for the first gained a great victory over the Republicans beeu disposed of, JusticeRiley called the libel
turned from Wise county, brings a report of
time in many years, the proper number of between Castle Follet and Figneras, near the case of Gayuor cs. Tilton, instituted last week,
another fight near Jacksbhro, July 24, be- clerks authorized by law. and the salary-listis frontier. The losses were heavy on both and read the followingdecision :
tween the Montague rangers and a body of uot one dollar iu excess of appropriations.
sides.... The partisans of Carl deny that
“1 entertained the complaintin this case
the 10th cavalry aud the Indians, the latter
The Secretary of the Treasury has directed there is any truth in reports charging them and issued a warrant against the defendant,
numbering500. The rangers lost 12 killed
with atrocities at Cuenca and other places. . behoving it to be my duty to do so. I had no
and several wounded. Tne cavalrylost sev- the Assistant Treasurer at New York to sell It is understood that the majority of dele- knowledge of the complainant or his position
eral men and tbeir commander killed. The gold during the present month as follows: gates to the InternationalCongress in Brusiu the matter. Tho defendantwas arrested
report says the combined forces were driven *1,500,000on the first and third Thursdays, sels favor the exclusionof all points relating
on that warrant, and appeared before me perback to Jacksboro."..... James B. Carter, who and $1,000,000 on the second and fourth to naval warfare, aud a strict adherence to
sonally and by counsel,and the complainant
was serving a life sentence in the Wisconsin Thursdays, each, making in all $5,000,000 . .„ matters strictly connected with the amelioraalso appeared at the same time, when it was
.State Prison, for murder, has been pardoned A dispatch to the Chicago Tribune of the 25th tion of human suffering in time of war .....
admitted by thq complainant, aud thus made
by the Governor, it having transpiredthat he ult. says Mr. L. JL. Crounse, late Washing- Cubans in New York have news by way of
known to mo for the first time, that the comis an innocent man. H# was convicted in ton correspondent of the New York Times, is Havana that the President of the Cuban Re- plaint was uot made with tho knowledge or
1867 ..... The genuineness of the petroleum in announcedas the editor of the new Adminis- public has ordered Capt. Carepio to destroy
consent of the person alleged to have beeu
New Haven. lud.. is declared to be beyond all tration organ to be started in New York at an everything he can lay his hands on. Cabo, libeled. Now, while it is true that a libel is a
question. Two years ago a well was dug near early day.
the negro Cantain, at the head of a number public offense, it is also true that it is such an
there, aud petroleum flowed into it in such
of emancipated negroes, is iu the neighbor- offense because of the private injury it inflicts
Thus far there has been no satisfactory ar- hood of CienfuegOB wrecking plantationsand
quantity that it was filled up, the owner not
apon the individuallibeled.
appreciatihgits value.
rangement arrived at between the Govern- enlistingslaves aud coolies in the patriot
“ Complaints of this kind usuallyoriginate
The crop reportsfrom Wisconsin are rather ment and the railwaycompanies refusing to ranks. A general uprising of the negroes un- with the person assailed,although it is not
der Cabo is daily expected....The Loudon always absolutelyessential that this should be
gloomy, though hopes are entertained that carry the mails at the old prescribedrates.
.
Saturday Review says that Sumner’s Civil so, and many cases occur where third persons
The
steamer
Dispatch
has
been
placed
at
wheat, oats, rye and barley will turn out threeRights bill to “probably the expiring flash of may interfere without incurringodium or centhe disposal of the Senate Naval Visiting
an obsolete philanthropy."
fourths of the usual average yielded. The
sure of any kind. As the public offense, howCommittee. The vessel is loaded with profruit crop is very light, and while corn and
In tho French Assembly, July 31, the mo- ever, consists iu the injury done or threatvisions and good things for the trip, which
potatoes Lave been benefited to & great exened to the individual, it is hardly coneiston'.
will occupy about four weeks sailing around tion to adjourn on the 6th of August until the
tent by recent rains, yet not more than onewith legal principles to assume a crime from a
the coast.
30th of November was finally carried by a couversationor publication, however virulent,
half to two-thirdsthe usual crop is expected.
— The Bt. Louis Democrat'sKansas Citv The Attorney- General has receivedand ac- large majority. A London dispatchsays the when the person therein mentioned,who is
(Mo.) special of July 31. says : “ A vigilance cepted the resignationsof J. Newton Temple, telegraph office at Santander. Spain, has re- generally supposed to be the best judge of
committeeof about 100 men has been formed
fused to accept any dispatch relating to mili- what may be its effectsupon bis own repuat Wellington and other points in Kansas for the District Attorney for the Western District tary oporations and events of the war. ...I.e tation, declinesor omits to prosecute therehanging horse-thieves. Three men, named of Arkansas, and John A. Minnie, the District Temps, of Paris, reportsthat tho subscription for. The person mentioned in the publicaHosbrook, Bill Brook and Charley Smith, Attorney for the Northern District of Alabama. to the loan of $6,000,000for the Carlists has tion complained of is a citizen of Brookwere hanged near Wellington last night, and ....The managers of the Freedmen’s Bank been commenced,and thatont of the proceeds lyn, to whom the courts are as acmade confessions involving twenty other are in trouble. The returns from the various so far realized $2,600,000 have been forwarded cessibleas to the complainantin this case,
parties.... Great quantitiesof grasshoppers branches come in but slowly, aud the deposit- to Spain.
and he has not seen lit to make any comhave appeared in Western and Southern ors object to the funds being removed to
plaint, aud does not unite iu this prosecution.
In the French Assemblv, on the 1st inst., a
Kansas, and are destroyingeverything before Washington, for fear they may be misapproI have concluded, at this stage of the case,
them in the way of crops. Much damage and
riatcd....Gen.O. O Howard was banqueted Republican Deputy challenged a Bouapartist that it is my duty to dismiss the complaint,
dietreesare apprehended.... The corner on
y the Young Men’s ClirietianAssociationhero to repeat an expressionderogatory to tho not because the complainantdid not have a
com. which has been progressing in (Jhicag# on the 4th inst., previous to his departure for
Republic, and then gave the lie to his asser- right to make it, but because tho person
for several days, came to a close on the 31st his new commanu on the Pacific coast ____ Tom
alleged to have beeu libeled does uot now
tion, creating a scene of intenseexcitement,
of July. The operatorsof the comer realized Hcott, the railroad king, has come to the resunite in this prosecution; but, as 1 may be
(luting which the sitting was suspended. The
heavily, and their joy knows no bound, while cue of the Postoffice Departmentin its existPermanent
Committee
of the Assembly, which wrong in my views of tho law, 1 will incur no
the grief of the sufferers is almost intolera- ing troubleswith the Philadelphiaand Wilrisk 6f error in the matter. I shall not,
is to sit during the recess, is composed of
ble.... Dr. Earll, for producing death by mington railroad, which refuses to carry the
sixteen Deputies having monarchical prefer- therefore,dismiss it now, but give notice
abortionon Rosetta Jackson, of Chicago, wait mails from bore to New York city without adthat I will do so on Wednesday morning
on July 30 awarded one year in thepeni- ditional compensation.Bcott takes the mkils ences and nine Republicans, the Bonapartists next, at 10 o’clock, to which time this case
being wholly excluded....Tho Paris Moniteur
tentiarv.
over ins lines at the present rates, the route
object ( in tluis
announcesthat tho wife of Don Carlos,the stands adjourned.
A fire occurred at Muskegon, Mich., on the being only 27 miles longer.
pretender,has quit Pau in couseqaeuce of the poftponing tho Anal decision is to afford tne
General.
let inst., destroyingabout 100 business
representationsof the French Government. complainantan opportunity to apply to the
Supreme Court for a writ ot mandamus to comThe Bt. Louis Democrat of July 29 Las a ____ A London dispatch says that tho damage
Jionsesand 200 residences. The loss will bo
pel me to proceed. If I err iu refusing in
done by the storm iu Moravia far exceeds the
from *600,000 to $800,000,on which the total special from Fort Union, N. M., which says :
this evept 1 shall cheerfully perform whatearlier* estimates. Eleven villages and two
insurance will not be over one-tbird....A dis- “A band of fifty Kiowas and Comanche Intowns wore devastated. The Government has ever mav be regarded as my duty in the prempitch from Salem, Ind., of the 1st inst., to dians killed five men near the month of the
ises. OtherwiseI shall terminate the case
sent troops to assist the inhabitants.... Adthe CiucinnatiTimes, reports that a destructUto creek, twenty miles south of Fort Bascom, vices from Brussels report that the Hpanish as I have alreadystated.”
ive fire broke out in tliat town, destroying
When Judge Riley had finished reading his
on the 21st. No particulars of the affair have delegatesto the InternationalCongress have
property valued at $100,000.. .A dispatch beeu received.’’
dedision,
Mr. Gaynor said: “Does your
beeu instructedfrom Madrid not to participate
from St. Paul says: The grasshoppers have
honor hold that under the law I have no right
iu the deliberations, because the Government
crossed the Minnesotainto the sonthern part
All the warehouses of the London A Port
to bring this complaint?"
is yet unrecognized by tho European powers.
of Le Sueur county, where they are killing the Stanley Railroad Company, at Bt. Thomas,
Judge Riley replied that, inasmuch as he
. .Frazer,Conservative, has been elected to
com by eating off the silk end of the cob, and
was
not supported by the party libeled, he
Out., Canada, five in number, together with a the British Parliament from Kidderminster.
also taking leaves from fruit and other trees.
had prepared this decisionand would dismiss
....The
Empress
of
Austria
has
arrived
in
A fire at.Manchester,Mich., ou Gie night private dwelling,were burned on the 1st inst. Ryde, in the Isle of Wight.... A letter from the complaint on Wednesday next, if no other
.The losses are placed at $50.000 : insurance.
London to a New York paper relates that steps w ere taken by the complainant.
of the 3d inat., destroyed Reynolds A Under- $25,000.
The Count Joannas here rose to speak, but
great sympathy is felt for Chicago inconsekircher’s paper and grist mill. Loss, $50,000 ;
ex-Judge Morris, counsel for Mr. Tiiton, obThe enicide of the notorionsLord Gordon quence of her late visitation by fire.
insured for $28, 000.... Staaden and Anderjected to the Court hearing anything that he
is announced by special telegram from
At Manchester,England, on the 1st inst., had to say. The Court agreed with the counson, the alleged Chicago incendiariee,have
l*»n held to the Criminal Court in heavy Fort Garry to the Bt. Paul Dispatch of the 3d the Athletic Base-Ball Clnb beat the Red sel, aud the case was formallyadjournedto
bail.
inst..,. A dispatch from Fort Garry, Mani- Stockings by a score of 13 to 12. The con- Wednesday.
July ____

.

.

withdrawal.
Frank Moulton has at last arrived iu Brooklyn. He said iu an interviewthat he had not
received a letter from Mr. Beecher asking him

to go before the committee and testify.
Moulton said, with great sincerity, that lie
still adhered to the opinion expressed to the
Committee,that the matter should have been
compromised. He regrettedthat the investigation had been commenced. IIs said the
Committee was an ex-parte affair, and never
should hive acted except with a view to effect
a compromise. •“ But, continued Mr. Moulton, “it happens that I am here to testify in
case that my evidence shall be requestedin
writing by both Beecher and Tilton." He expressed regret at tho present situation,but
said “ the affair has now reached such a pass
that all the facts must come out."

Public Debt Statement,
The following statement shows the condition of the public debt Aug.

.

.

.

.

.

.

My

1

2

JO

Lawful money debt ....................
$
Matured debt ..........................
2,74 y-»
Legal tende r notes ..................... 8W,'>7»\:«07
Certificatesof deposit .................
6V.‘."» v"*)
Fractional currency ...................
45.711', 7.'2

Coin certificates ......................
;i:i 4t'..».
-yj
Total witbont intercut ..............
Total de

t

$

617,22 .5

0

........................
$2t25s,,‘92.JeO

Total interest ......................
$ ‘26,Vj4.2o8

$

Cash in the Treasury, coin .............
71,113.21')
Cash in the Treasury .cumncy ....... 16,913,232
Specialdepositsheld for the redemption
of certificates
of deposit,as provided
by law ............................... 55.fr:, >0
Total in the Treasury ..............
$ 143,W1.443
Debt less cash in Treasury ............. $2,141, ><'.5.375

$

Decrease during tho month ............
J,2?2 MsJ
to the Pacific Railroad
Companies,interest payable in lawful
money, principaloutstanding ........ 64/28,512
Interestaccrued and not yet paid
323,117
Interest paid by United States ......... 24,325,
Interest rejiaid by trausi»drtatiouof

Honda issued

......

mails. etc ............................
5.313, '2^9
Baiance of interest paid by United
Ktatia ..............................
18,994,107

The

total ordinary expenditures during the

_

fiscal year ending June 30 were as follows :

aud miscellaneous ............... $69,641,599
Navy ..............................
30,9.;.\5‘7
Interior— Indians .....................
6/,.'*2,462
Interior— Pensions ............. - ..... . 29,038.414
Interest on the public debt ............ 107, lit'/'. 5.
Premium ou Ike public debt .........
1,895,073
Civil

'.

•

.

.

Total ..............................
1287,188,871
for the previous Lacal

Being $3,211,372less than

year.

The Markets.
NEW YORK.

Beeves .........................10 (S»

Hogs— Dressed .................
9

@

Cotton ........................ 17 to)
Flour— SuperfineWestern ..... 4 70 @ 5
Wheat-No. 2 Chicago.........1 23 (g> 1
. Red Western .........1 28 (S) 1
Rye ...........................
1 00 @ 1
Corn .......................... 77
Oats— Western ................
85
Pork— Now Mess .............. 23 00
Laud— Hteam ................. 13|<®

@
@

12 J
til

00
26
32
12

79
90

@

13j

CHICAGO.
Bkeveh— Choice Graded Steers. 6 25

(S' 6
Choice Natives ........ 5 85 (& 6
Good to Prime Steers. 5 50 (& 5
Cows and Heifers ..... 3 25 ^ 3
Medium to Fair ....... 4 50 (Si 5
Inferior to Commou.. 2 60 (S> 3
Hogs— Live .................... G 40 (5) 6
Flour— Fancy White Winter. . H 00 (S' 8
Red \Vinter ........... 5 50 @ 6
Wheat— No. 1 Hpring ......... 1 06 (ii 1
No. 2 .Spring ......... 1 02*@ 1
97
No. 3 Hpring .........
Corn— No. 2 ................... 621'®
Oats— No. 2 ................... 45 (f>
Rye— Ne. 2 .................... 70
1 03 (® 1
Barley— No. 2 .................
Butter— Choice Yellow ....... 25 (®
.

O
@

Eoas—
Pork—

40
0
75
50
(

12

J

50
75
50
00
06*
025
97*
63
47
71
C5
23

12}@ *13
Fresh ................ !..
Mess ................... 24 75 (a'2i s5
!

Labd .......................... 18*@
8T. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Bed Winter ..... 1 12 (S) 1
Corn— Ne. 2 ................... 60 (®
Oats— No. 2 ................... 42*@
Bakley— No. 2 ................1 15
75
Rye— No. 2 ............. ......
PoiiK-Mess ................... 24 00
Lard .........................
HH#
Hogs .........................7 00 @ 7
Cattle. .....................
3 75 (8) 0

r®

$

*.

13;’

15
62
45
.

.

73

@

.

25
00

CINCINNATI.
Wheat ........................
1 15
Corn ...........................65
Oats .......................... 48
Rye ..........................
80
Pork— Mess ................... 24 00
Lard..
..................... 13
.

.

.

@

@
@

1 20

67
53

fo

81

@

14*

@

MILWAUKEE.
1 .................
1 15 @ 1 15*
No. 2 .................
1 07 @ 1 074
Corn— No. 2 ..................63 (5) 61J
Oats— No. 2 ................... 62 (S) 62*
Rye-No. 1 .................... 90
91
Barley— No. 2 ................1 07 @ 1 0<i
Pork— Mess ................... 24 60
..

Wheat— No.

®

@

TOLEDO.

.

.

:

Total coin bonds ..................
$1,724, 253,

.

.

1

Bix per cent, bond* ..................
. .tl,213,22J.
.V)
Five per cent, bunds ................... 51 l.ojj.-.-X'

Wheat— Amber

Michigan ...... 1 12
No. 1 White Michigan. 1 18
Oats .......................... 63

DETROIT.

.

Wiiat— Extra New

........... . 1
.
Old. .. 1

No. 1 New and

@

27
„ £4

Corn .......................... 67
47
Oats .......... ..........
.

@
O

....

1 12*
1 23
54

@

1
, 27
..J
1 25

@
@

50

CLEVELAND.

Wheat— No.

1 Red ............

1 18J@ 1 14

No. 2 Red ............1 li

..........

f

*6#

1 11*

*

Tho

Pittsburgh Deluge,

In the path of the raging current
Washington’s Library.
THE KlStt’g PICTURE;
Marriage Laws.
Pittsburgh and stood the handsome Presbyterian
The books and manuscripts comprisIt may be assumed as a fact well demThere i« in every human being, however !gnob’»
Allegheny City papers the following Church, aud but for a house interven- ing the library of George Washington
onstrated by experience that in every Mine hint of |>erfcctiou; some one piece w.i-re (»»
incidents of the disastrous flood of ing, it would have beea totally de- were bequeathed by him to his favorite
we may fancy) the rati la thin which hide* la*
case where the interests of a man and a livinUy behind it.- Cou/ucianflavies.
July 20
stroyed. Tho building, which is 50x
nephew, Judge Busiirod^ Washington. woman are opposed iu the courts of this
As might be inferred, a flood like 80 feet, was moved from its foundation After tho death of the latter gentleman,
The ling from fh* council cnlwbti1 v
country a largo percentage of advanCame wcaiy and tore of heart;
that. above recorded, bringing with it so some six feet, but outside of cracked
the library was purchased from his tage is on the side of the female, espeHe called for Hiff the pointer,
walls and a floor covered with some six
- much devastation and tern ole loss of
heirs by Mr. Henry Stevens,of London, cially if she possesses any claim to good
Ami apake to him thn* apart
life, is replete with incidents and inches of mud, tho edi6ce escaped in- with the view of sliding it to the treas“ I am ntekeued of facet ignoble,
looks. A false idea of chivalry perHynocrltea, cowards anil knatra !
events, many of them thrillingand tact. The clock upon its spire told the ures of the British Museum. Happily
I ahull shrink to their ahruukeii meamive,
vades the mind of the average American
hour
when
the
flood
occurred,
for
it
heart rending in the extreme. EveryChief sia\ea in a realm of alavee
it was not permittedto pass into the juryman, in obedience to which he
where on the scene, which was viewed was stopped at 8:30.
hands of foreigners, but was purchased sacrificesjustice and violates law, as
“ I’nlul me a true jntn'a picture,
About a mile further up the Little
by thousands of people, men, women
from Mr. Stevens by some generous aud his act of homage to femininity, with us
flrtriouaand wise apd good
and children, diligent inquiry was made Saw Mill Hun branch, just below BarDowered with the strength of heroes,
public-spiritedgentlemen of Boston, much easy recklessness of sense or
And the l>eanty of womanhood.
for loti friends and acquaintances,and bay ’s Coal Works, a fearful loss of life
and placed by them in the Athenreum, moral obligations as could ever have
It ahall hang In my turnout chamber,
anxiety w ts depicted on* all features. is reported. It is quite thickly settled where it now stands iu a quaint old
That, thitherwhen I retire,
been shown by any knight of the midIt may All my tottl with its grandeur,
Rumois of all sorts were current as to by miners. Oue large block oi' houses bookcase with a glass front.
dle ages. Hence it need surprise no
Aud warm it with aacred fira."
the number of dead bodies found, per- ou the hill, a short distance from tho
The collectionembraces 450 hound one that tho verdict iu the case of .Miss
sons lost and remains recovered,lu- run, known ns the “Long Row,” was volumes and 750 pamphlets and unHo theartiat ;«a1nted the picture,
Shotwcll has becu in her favor. It is
And it hung iu the nalace b4l
quiry, too, revealed the fact that many struck by i jhtning with terrible effect. bound serials. In a literary point of
Never a tiling »o goodly
who were thought to bo lost were The buildup, literally split iu two by view, tho books have very little value not necessary for us to express any
Usd garnished the statelywall,
opinion upou her guilt or innocence in
The king, with head uncovered,
found, and others, who, it was thought, the stroke, f^ll over iuto the raging tor- but, from the association with the rethe case of larceny wherein she has obHared on it with rapt delight,
had escaped the mighty deluge, were rent below. Twenty-sevenpersons are vered “ Father of Our Country,” and
• Till it suddenlywore strange meaning,
tained an acquittal. There is, however,
ingulfed in the rapid roll of waters. reported missing from this run alone,
And baffled his questioning sight.
as au index of his intellectual tastes involved in her trial, through the line
Parents were looking all dav for their aud are doubtless lost. Other persons aud culture, they possess a good deal of
For
the form was Ids supplest courtier's
of defense which she saw fit to adopt,
children, who may never be found, from tho same neighborhood aro also
Perfect In every limb;
interest. There is not a rare, elegant, a question which is of very serious
Rut the bearing wss that of the henchman
and children were as anxiously search- missing, but it is impossible now to or erudite specimen among them. A
moment to the community. Miss ShotWho ailed the flagons for him
ing *for parents who were no doubt give tho full particulars. Just below
The brow was a priest's who jioudered
commonplace character stamps the en- well claims to bo the wife of General
drowned. Faces of tho dead recovered here a large trestle work crosses the tire collection. There are a few treaHit parchmentsearly and late;
Roddy. She bases this claim upou
The eye wss a wanderingminstm’i
were scanned eagerly by anxious thou- stream, and the timbers and debrift tises on the art of war and military
Who sang at the palace gate.
some alleged informal agreement or
sands, and the undertakers’otiiceswere from further up here found temporary tactics, sundry works ou horse and catpromise,
irrespective
of
the
matrimoThe ll|»«, half sad and half mirthful,
ail day besieged by the anxious multi- lodgment, damming the waters to a
tle diseases, ou domestie medicines, ou nial ties by which he was already bound.
Mitii a flitting, tremulousgrace,
tudes.
height of twenty feet. In an instant it
farming, aud on religious topics, and a Judges have already wrested their conWere the very li;» of a woman
The scene at the school-house in the gave way, and the immense body of water few of the novels and romances popular
lie hud kissed iu the market-place;
struction of the law so as to invest with
But the smile which her curves transfigured
Thirty-fifthWard was, perhaps, the rushed with au irresistible force ou its
a century ago. A study of the titles a pretended sacrcdness the casual
As a r»*e w ah its shimmer of dew,
saddest of all. Four victims of the pathway of destruction. Up the other
Was the smile of Hie wife who loved him,
And condition of the volumes affords and illiet connections between the
Queen Kthelyn, good and true.
catastrophe lay here in their last long branch of Saw Mill ruu, known as tho
plain indications that their owner was
sleep. Near the door, covered with a Big Bun, the loss is also severe. Here not a man of letters, or given to the sexes. In so elevating to a false
Then, “Learn, O King," said the artist,
dignity immoral Hasans they have
sheet, ns wore all the rest, lay the body were drowned Thomas Smith, his wife
“Thla truth that the picture tells—
expenditure of much time over books proportionately degraded and weakHow, iu every form of the human,
of a strongly-builtman, who evidently and three children— a whole family of any sort.
Home hint of the Highest dwells;
ened the ties of honorable marriage,
struggled hard before he yielded to the swept away in a moment.
How, seaAidngeach living temple
A three-volumed edition of the “Ad- aud may be indeed said to have lowered
One singular feature of the flood has
For the place where the vad Is thin,
grim destroyer. His name was Thomas
ventures of Peregrine Pickle,” aud the
We may gather, by beautiful glimpse*,
Britton. At the other end of the loom, not been alluded to, so far as we are 4 4 Memoirs of a Lady of Quality,” give the standard of female virtue by rating
The
form of the God within."
with his face sadly disfiguredby the able to ascertain. Only oue person who evidence of more use than any other with equal credit the courtesan and the
wife. If it bo admitted that matrimotimbers and stoues which had struck escaped from the flood was injured.
work in the collection. The “ Life and uial bonds are so easily, unconsciously
Humor.
him, lay his son, a youth about 12 or The dead all bore marks of bruises and
Opinions of John Burckle”— a book and unintentionallyassumed os some of
mangling ; but, notwithstandingthe
l i years of age, named Willie Britton.
which could not now bo allowed a place our jurists would have us believe, then
The wife’s secret— Her opinion of her
Bv his (Willie’s) side was the body of toppling of houses and the avalanches
ou the drawiug-roomtable— is also well Miss Shotwell’s claim- supposing her husband.
a little girl with loug, golden hair, look- of timber and debris, those who escaped
bethumbed. It was au acknowledged to have really made some sort of mariing as calmly beautiful as if she had from the wreck came out unhurt.
Mount Vesuvius is to have a railroad
favorite with Washington. The auto- tal bargain with an already married
just fallen asleep. Her name was
to the top, costing $1,000,000.
graph of the owner appears iu most of mau— is but a logical consequence of
Maggie Hunter, aud her father and
How Statues Are Made.
the volumes, together with the book- tho already established premises. If,
Senator . Jonf.s’ Last— A four-iumother and three brothers are still
Tho bronze statuary just uow so pop- plate containinghis name, armorial as iu the Brinckley case, cohabitation hnud is worth two in the bush.
missing, and are doubtless also
ular is manufactured by a simple bearings,and the motto, Exitus acta aud a possible informal contract for
drowned. Nearer tho door lay the body
Love, says Alexander Smith, is the
enough process. Over the clay model probat, which descended to him from personal relations constitute a legal discovererof ourselves iu another.
of Mrs. Thrap. Her husband and four
the Northamptonshire branch of his marriage whore an unmarried man is
is poured a coating of plaster of Paris,
children are still missing. Never as
Lessing calls eternal talkers chastiswhich, having been allowed to set, is family. A copy of Comber’s “Dis- the victim, it is uot easy to see what
long as life lasts shall we forget the
taken off in sections, thus affording a courses ou the Common Prayer” has au should prevent similar conditions iu ers of the most blameless of our senses.
little school-house of the Thirty-fifth
hollow mold of the figure. From such autograph of Augustine Washington, like manner amounting to a valid equivA young lady wants to know what
Ward.
a mold is produced a stucco duplicate, oue of Mary Washington, aud one of alent for honorable wedlock where a
kind of au animal Barnum’s Hippodrome
On Spring Garden run the storm was either of the entire statue or of such their sou George when 9 years of age.
married mau is the object of attack. is.
not nearly so disastrous as across the a portion thereof as is intended to be The fly-leaves of this book are covered
His being married cannot relievo him
hill ou Butcher’s run. Yet here it was
Tup. right side in Rhode Island and
cast at a time, aud ou this again is with scribblings of the youthful pen- of responsibility of a contract which is
bad enough in everyway. For more formed a second mold of greats -thick- man. The pamphletsiu "the collection
the
wrong side iu Tennessee—Burnin itself a legitimate and binding one
than a mile evidences of the fierce flood ness and solidity for the reception of have considerable value— some amoug
side.
irrespective of the conditionsof the reare visible in the shape of v,’recked molten metal. The material used for them being rare and of much intrinsic
spective parties to it. He simply beWhy is a man who is sent to a lunatic
buildings, burst sewers, etc. But the final mold is a compositionof interest. Most of them are preseutacomes guilty of bigamy ; for, according asylum like a cocoa-nut? Because he
two lives are known to have been lost stucco aud brick-dust. This is applied tion copies, and are inscribedto Washto tho logical process of the law out- is generally cracked.
here. In this locality a 9-year-oldsou iu a plastic state to the stucco model, ington, with the autograph and complilined in the Brinckley case, an uninof Michael Schoelter followed after his
The increase of lunacy undoubtedly
from which its inner surface takes the ments of their author. The appendix tended and unconscious marriage is
father. The current carried him form of the figure. Were statues cast to Mr. Everett’s Life of Washington
has a sound scientific reason, us Prof.
quite as good as oue with all possible
against a neighbor’s house, and, with solid, it would now only be necessary contains the following appraisers’ invenProctor says the earth will be resolved
form aud ceremony. It is puzzling to
presence of mind remarkable in one so to separate mold from model, and run tory of the library : Tracts on {Slavery,
into moonshine one of tlesc days.
attempt to imagine a limit to tho comvoting, he caught the door-knob and
metal iuto the former till its interior valued at $1 ; Life of John Burckle, 2 plications,confusions aud social danThe Boston Post is opposed to the
held on tightly, all the while crying was filled. This, however, would in- vols., $3; Peregrine Pickle, 3 vols.,
gers which might arise from such a con- propositionto fill the position of conlustily for help. Mr. August Tauer, volve absurd waste, and in order to $1.50; Humphrey Clinker,25c; Jefferstruction of tho \u\\.—New York ductor on railroads with women.
owner of the house, opened the door, economize material a solid core is son's Notes on Virginia, $1.50; Tom
Graphic.
“Their trains are always behind,” says
and young Scholter was rescued and placed inside the mould, leaving only Jones, or the History of a Foundling, 3
the Post.
taken to the upper story. All along such space all around as will receive vols. (third volume wanting), $1.50
A Singular Death.
this avenue to the intersectionwith the thicknessof metal deemed necessa- Gulliver’s Travels, 2 voU, $l.o0; Pike’s
When a Portland woman chases her
O’Hara street the wrecks of buildings, ry for the work in hand. The mould Arithmetic, $2.
A strange death is reported to have boy with a broom, ho runs down ou a
mainly outhouses, shops, etc., are piled with its core having been thus comWe are indebted for the materials of occurred in India recently. A native, wharf aud jumps into the water. Wheu
up promiscuously. Of course the dam- pleted and firmly hooped round with the above sketch to a paper ou 44 Anti- while catching fish in a tank, put the ho comes out his face is washed ; his
age to furniture, beddiug and clothing iron, is placed iu a kiln to bake to per- Slavery Opinions before 1800,” by Mr. head of one in his month and bit it, as mother does not know him, aud he is
the fish was rather troublesome in the safe.
is serious, falling mainly on the poorer
fect dryness. This precautionis nec- William Frederick Poole.
classes of the community.
matter of wriggling.Suddenly one of
essary from the circumstance that even
We often hear of people who are too
Many exciting episodes are told by a trace of moisture might on the appli- A Woman Dies Under the Influenceof the sharp points in tho back fin stuck
poor to marry ; but a California couple,
in his hand; he opened his mouth to
the inhabitantsof this section. Mrs. cation of molten metal occasion a danChloroform.
who had been engaged for sometime,
call for help, and the fish, (riving a
Kiser, an aged lady, living with her sou gerous explosion.In the case of the
A widow woman named Bridget Gleamarried because they could not afford
quick plunge, jumped down his throat,
and his family at No. 80 Spring Garden casting uow in question, the drying of
son, residing at No. 1G2 University
avenue, was pulled out by ropes, and the mold occupies some weeks. Ou
aud there firmly stuck. It was only to keep two separate rooms iu a boardstreet, died yesterday while under the
ing-house.
taken out by small pieces, after he had
thus hoisted to the upper story of a the removal from the kiln the mold is
influence of chloroform in the office of
taller residenceadjoining.
The Union Ferry Company has been
buried in dry earth below the floor of Dr. H. F. Biggar. She went in the been carried to the hospital. He was
so exhausted that he died as soou as it “counting up,” and finds that during
About a mile out on the run a man the foundry, only the aperture for remorning to the clinic at the Homeowas removed.
named William Peats tied his family— ceiving the metal and the vent-hole for
the past five years its boats have carried
pathic College, on Prospect street, and
a wife and seven children— with a the escape of air remaining visible.
200,000,000 passengers between New
requested that a needle which some
clothes-line in a room, fearing that
York and Brooklyn without the loss of
Few
people
appreciate
the
large
gain
time since had, by some accident, penesome of them, in their alarm, would
a
single life.
to the Government which results iu the
trated her thigh, might be extracted, as
Religious Liberty in Germany.
rush frantically away and be lost. The
progress
of
years
from
tho
destruction
caused her great pain. She was sent
One who makes human nature his
We hear a good deal of complaint it
house was saved, and with it the entire
to the office of Dr. Biggar, who told her of the ropreseutativesof its indebted- studv says that when a girl takes her
family.
from our German citizens of the unjust
that the operation was a simple one, ness. The official report of the Secre- handkerchief and moistening it with
A frightful loss of life was brought and illiberal striction of their wonted
and that it could be easily performed tary of the Treasury shows that the her lips wipes a black spot off a young
about in a single house right to the rear and innocent amusements on Sunday
without the use of chloroform. Her outstauding obligations of the United man’s nose, a wedding between the parof Center street, near the junction of but, according to the Stuttgart corredaughter, however, who accompanied States, overdue aud recalled but not ties is inevitable.
Spring Garden avenue. Nobody seemed spondence of the Boston Advertiser,
her, insisted that chloroform should be presented for payment, amount to-day
to know the persons. There were per- Germany itself is not a land of perfect
When yon say to an unwelcome acadministered,and as the doctor, after to nearly $70,000,000.This sum inhaps two or three families living in the religious liberty. In illustrationof this
quaintance
who 1ms been away,
examining the patient, found her in a cludes about $500,000 of missing notes
house. At least this is the opinion of fact, the writer alluded to relates an indear fellow, I am so glad to see you’re
and
bonds
issued
before
the
war,
which
good conditionfor taking it, he consome who live in the neighborhood. cident which recently occurred iu his
back!” you make a statement equivsented to comply with her daughter's will never he presented; nearly $1,000,The first parties who appeared on Cen- experience.Thursday, the 14th of May,
alent
to saying to him, I’m rejoiced
request. He was assisted by Dr. Frost, 000 of interest-bearingnotes issued
ter street with a skiff discovered a man was a church- holiday ; therefore the
to
see
your back.”
who carefully felt the patient’s pulse as since the war, of which a very small
hanging on to the roof of a house, on beer-shops and the streets were full, and
proportion
will
ever
be
presented;
Izaak Walton tells of a sprig of dithe chloroform was being administered.
the right-hand side toward and near every man took his pastime as it suited
She had taken, however, but about $10,000,000of the early fractional cur- vinity who borrowed a very successful
Spring Garden avenue. At that time him. But it happened that three young
sermon of a fellow-student,but came
twenty-five drops, when she was sud- rency, which has disappearedforever
the water ou the street was some fifteen American lads, temporarily residing in
denly seized with a spasm. Although and $58,000,000 of greenbacks issued back quite crest-fallen. 44 Alas,” paid
feet high. They took the skiff under Stuttgart, were engaged in building a
such spasms are frequent wheu the pa- prior to 1809, the rest of which issue his friend, 1 lent you my fiddle but
the place where tho man was hanging boat in which to journey down the
tient is about to undergo a surgical op- has all been exchanged for new in the uot the fiddlestick.
and told him to drop, the height being Rivers Neckar and Rhine. All unconeration, and seldom occasion alarm, Dr. past five years. Of course many millThe pale, sad-looking young men
but small, as the >-kiff was nearly on a scious that the observance of this
Biggar instantly desisted from giving ions of the last sum are undoubtedly
whom one sometimes meets in the
level with the second story windows. church-boldingwas obligatory upon
still held ns bank reserves,etc., in the
the choroform aud applied the most
street are not consumptive,are uot
The man jumped and was saved. He them, the boys pursued their work on
powerful restoratives. His labors were original packages,and will ultimately
mourning tho loss of a friend, and are
then told the man iu the skiff that his the boat with their usual diligence and
vain, however, and after working over make their appearance, but, with ample
enthusiasm. While so occupied,a
uot divinity students. They are break
family were back iu the house, com
the patient for nearly an hour without allowance for this offset, it is clear that
ing in tight boots.
Stuttgartworkiugman discovers!them,
ing of a wife and three or four <
the
national
treasury
has
realized
tens
producing any sign of consciousness,he
and immediately ran for the police. Ou
dren. He had got on the roof aud
A little three-yearold, when discovwas convinced that further effort would of millionsfrom the perishable nature
being confronted by the official, and injumped from that ou to another r
be of uo avail, and that the unfortunate of its bonds and currency.— /Wroir ered in the pantry systematically
formed that their business was unlawaud when he reached Center street
Tribune.
smashing eggs, replied to her mother s
woman was dead.
ful ou a church-day, they immediately
house was destroyed, aud with it ^
astonished inquiries,that she was
The
Coroner
was
immediately
noticeased work, pleading ignorance in exlost a mother with three or four child
The reports of extensive damage to 44 breakin’ ’em open, go’s to let the little
fied, and Dr. Biggar, determined that
tenuationof their fault. Their names
and the children of another family, n
in justice to himself a thorough investi- tho crops of Minnesota by grasshop- chick’ns walk out.”
ing iu all one woman and nine child
were taken, however, and the next day
gation should be made, insistedupon a pers seem, fortunately,to have been
It would seem to be pretty certain
Strange as it may appear, no one k
they were summoned before the Police
post-mortem
examination.The inquest exaggerated in respect to the amount of that we aro to have a short Tobacco
who they were.
Commissioner,and mulcted iu a flue.
will be held this morning at the Central destruction. The correspondent whom
crop. Missouri, Southern Illinois, InJames Flanagan,when he saw
The writer, whose sou was one of these
Station
in the office of Captain McMa- we dispatched to the spot ou the receipt diana, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, the
coming torrent, made, an attemp
boys, makes uo fuss over the affair, but
of the first alarming reports, is a carehon.— C/cre/awi Leader,
save his sister, but he received a V
Virginias, Maryland and Connecticut
si mply remarks that the Germans should
ful and singularly exact observer. His
are all complaining.
ou the head, which sent him headl
“howl a little less about the American
Of Triple Value.— Newspapers do steatemeut is that not over one-tweutieth
into the flood, and in the mad Conn
Sunday while they have such week-day not lose ail their usefulness after peru“ What do you know of the character
of the crop of Minnesota is effected.
stream he floated for a distance of
‘Sundays’ at home.”
sal. Housekeepers find that they are The loss in some places is total, and it of this man?” was asked of a witness
feet, finally grasping a friendly tree
better than cedar cheats for keeping falls upon a class least able to bear it— at a police court the other day. “ What
climbing out.
The kidnappers of the Ross boy at woolen clothes in, over summer ; the poor pioneers, who have just establish- do I know of his character
I know it
Among the houses struck by the
Philadelphia want $20,000 for tho re- moths don’t like to tackle the newspa- ed themselves on a clearing before all to be unbleachable, your honor,” he
ter was a small frame, occupied by
turn of the child to his parents. $Fhe pers ; they know better. Whip the their labor is swept away. The helping replied with much emphasis.
Dillons and their little family and si
Mayor of that city very property makes coats, shawls, etc., thoroughly — par- hand of those who are more blessed by
neighbor’s children, to the nutnbe
a move against the c'hud-stealers,- and ticularly about the seams ; then fold fortune is needed by these suffering Castklar is coming to the front in
nine souls. Away sped this little
offers the same amount for the persons suugly in a large printed sheet, and farmers. They have neither bread nor Spain onca more. In a speech iu Madbuffeted severely by the masses of t
of the abductors. Now it is $20,000 vs. paste the paper tight — gum-arabic jnu- seed, and the prospect of a hard winter, rid recently he gave encouragement to
ber aud rumbling stones. Oue eu
$20,000. .Which will get it, whether cilage is the best. Then fasten it all with perhaps the repetition of the dis- the hope of a coalition between the;
side is battered out, aud the w
Radicals and Conservative Republicans,
the thieves or the detectives, remains to tightly in a linen or cotton sheet. This,
aster next year, adds to their discouragestands deep iu the ruins. Most x
be seen. If not the latter, they had we are assured by those who have had ment. If any method could be devised who are considered their natural allies,
derful to relate, none of the inmi
better disorganize and no longer follow years of experience at all kinds of pre- for killing the inrects in the egg during and of the perpetuation of the republic.
of the diminutive house were drowi
a professionwhich can be outwitted by ventives, is the most effectual protec- the fall and winter, the recurrence of
Worse than mad dogs is bad drainr
A providentiallyplaced stump ancln
a couple of brutal rascals,who “be tion of woolen clothing from the rav- the calamity might be averted.— iYeu/
age.
The dogs kill one in a million, the
the floating domicile aud all escaped
ready to negotiate.”— CVj/ca*/o Journal ages of moths.
York
,
bad drainage one in a hundred.
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Find— The restoration of gold and sil- 1,200 tons of coal. She can accommodate
twelve months. But the bidders also stip- ver as the basis of the currency of the 300 first-class and 600 third-class passencountry; the speedy resumption of specieulated that no other bid should Ik* enterpayments, and the payment of all national gers. The Cunurd company now own a
nr'uc in
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navy greater than most of the maritime
at once between the Secretary and the the civilized world.
nations of the world. The present fleet
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Rothschilds,
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cluding therefrom all executiveand legislative intermeddlingwith the affairs of sogovernment desired that the twelve ciety. whereby monopoliesare fostered
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nage of 90,000 tons and nearly

was necessarily carried on by cable,
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to

Fifth— The right and duty of the State
to protect its citizens from extortion and
unjust discrimination by chartered monop-
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CENTAUR LINIMENTS.
There Is no pain which the Centaur Liniment* will not relieve,no

and Richardson show that the interior,and sold at $8.50 for Luddington
negotiations just made by Secretary Bris- and Manistee cargoes. Inferior grades
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Medicines

and

Oils,

Putty, (Hass, Etc.
Patent Medicines,
Choice Wines and Liquors,
Tooth Brushes,
Clothes Brushes,
Hair Brushes,

Shaving Brushes,
and Paint Brushes.
Razors and Razor Straps,

Chamois Skins, ami
Nursing Bottles.
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A FULL

Supporters and Trusses,
everything, usually kept In Drug Stores.
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Physicians1 PrescriptionsCarefully Compat tided,

and Champagnes,

BRO DWAY, NEW YORK.

Sole Agents in the United Slates for the

Wine Houses of C. C. HENSON & 00.,
Or HUE MS, COGNAC and LONDON.
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Fancy Soaps A Perfumery

of Hollandand viclnny-I would respectfullyannounce
‘P?1 1 hav® permanentlylocated in
this place, for the puriaise of practicing my profession (,f IkntMry. All operations
upon the teeth w III he carefully performed,and
diseases of the mouth belonging lo Dental Praccc. will be promptly treated.Mechanical Dentistry, in all the various styles w ill be executed In
the most workmanlike manner; all operations war-

cure. This is strong language,

and scantling at $8.00<&8.50, outside the mal* In one
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PEACE BASKETS & EERRY BOKESi Holland City

j'hr Scythe, of Sept, 20, says:
thoroughly reliable.

best place for a meal, or a lunch, in Grand Rapid*.

Bout well

$8.00@ 10.00 for coarse and
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MU TEA. or get up club order*, for the largest
Tea company in America.Importers4price* and
Inducement*to Agent*. Send for circular.Address ROBERT WELLS, 43 Ve*cy St., N.
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Lumber Company buried him.
The Chieorn is the boat which the Engleman TransportationCo., would have
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amounting
that the enthusiasm for the Empire is, if
together to one hundred millions. Not
anything, on the wane. She must pick
caring to accept either until he had made
the bone with Rome and France at the
a public offer of the bonds, he rejected
same time. It looks as if she would soon
both and issued a circular,invitingbids
find a chance to do so. Should Catholic
for the whole or any part of the loan,
Bavaria desert her in her hour of need— a
which he subsequently explained could
not probable contingency— she need not
not be disposed of for less than par and
be surprised. She has sown persecution;
interest accrued up to the time of the exfers for portions of this loan

Have Just opened a Large and well Selected Stock of

ALWAYS OX HAM).

not

'

of-

Sale.

the office of theregisterof deeds of the Countv of
Ottawa. State of Michigan,on the twenty-second
tNnd) day of August.A. I). 1873, in Liber No. 1. of
o
Mortgageson page flfty four (M;, by which default
All good, purchasedof us will
'
the power of sale contained in said Mortgage ha*
become operative, and no proceedingsIn Law or
In chanceryhave been had to recover the debtsecn.ri*d »»y Mid Mortgage, or any part thereof, and
whereas the sum of Two Hundred and Eight dollars and one cent ($**.01)is now claimed to he
To any part ot the City.
due on said Mortgage on the date hereof : Notice
Is hereby given that for the amount due as afore- Given* a call before purchasingelaewLere, at onr
said togetherwith an Attorneyfee of Twenty five New Store on River Street,next to Van Puller ’» Krug
dollars ($26.00) stipulated in said Mortgage, and the
48 J,cl-ly
costs of these proceedings,the said Mortgage will
he foreclosed bv sale to the highest bidder, at pub„ miuv. lU(. ,ri.niI(in,,
lie vendoe. of the premlneH deKeribed in i>atd MortfZntffVVlY'
A II t liMf
_ _____ «
#
.
W®*
vlx:. All that certain j>iecc or panel oMami

household.Germany is growing uneasy. gress would have passed the hill allowing
She knows that France is preparing for her to Ik* “ naturalized.” During the late
the next great conflict.She knows, too,
?“•
» "ou-d blockade runner. !

Prior to the beginning of the past

and

name

injurious to Ger-

enemies are those of

as the

and Property.

in

Ihe tug

work of France is being

done by German Catholics. It is done

the flve-percent bonds authorized by act

FLIEMAN

j.

1

schooner Australia out from the port of

known. t His remains were taken aboard
that

the first battles are to be fought in South

comment. The amount disposed

filing bids,

the tug (lefty was towing the

years old, lately from Traverse,

There

line.

47-Kcl-Jy

its attempt.

other Thirty Years’ War.

the present administra-

weeks were given for

-

terpreted by some as the foreboding of an-

the veto, it is one

month, Mr. Bristow had received two

efforts

The three facts above referred to are

American Na-

of Congress, and was accomplished as
lows:

its

ui

0,tl ru,‘“'»"»'rs
for past favors,
solicita call from them, and as many new ones
as want anything It my
*

Whereas defaulthas been made in the conditions
of a certain mortgage executedbv Cole <i. Halyer
and Betsy Halyer hi* wife, of the Township of Roland Ottawa County, Michigan, to Hendrick Oostenrljk of the same place, on the third Cird) day of
.mHv. A. D. 1H69, and recordedIn the office of the
Registerof Deeds for Ottawa County, State of
«‘«h) day of July, A. D.
no J, in Liber t of Mortgages, on page seventysix (76]. which said mortgage was dulv assigned
bv the said Hendrick OostenriJk.of the town of
of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan,to (Jillcs
abeke. of the Town of Zeeland, Ottawa County,
Michigan,by a certaindewl of assignmentexecuted

line taut,

tion, which in history will receive a favorable

m

consequences of

has been accomplished,testify to the con-

While

religion. But whether it

succeeds or not
tion, it

manner

will succeed, since even

Catholics do not care for a peculi-

German

loan just perfected by Secre-

tary Bristow, and the

It

—

I*. I

(JhO. II. SIl

----

The British steamship Corinth, Capt.
of a few Bavarian representatives, can
Egan,
which left New York July 15 for
ler has been retained by him as council. shake the German Empire or add very
The affair has assumed such a shape and much to the discomfort of Bismarck. Liverpool, has been lost off Galley Head
has grown in such magnitude, that we Germany hat, undertaken to nationalize the Island, together with her cargo. The crlw
may safely call it a “national scandal.” CatholicChurch irithin its boundaries It Is were saved.
that only

neatness

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.

at the time and place of Letting.The com-

Courts, by Mr. Tilton, and that Gen. But-

Mr. Beecher’s statement and

with

carrying capacities varying from 10,000 to

at

Mayence, of an aged priest at Rome, and

that the matter will be brought into the

i

liakr,

Warranted.

General Blackamlthlng done
aid dispatch.

—

same time or thereabouts, the Cntholism of

Work

Ail

’ I

<

Euten

Stcoal Oroitt

Benson s Fine Old Golden Grape Cognac

Is

the

Day

or Night.

46-Jkcl 1y

Planing

Mill.

lame walk, poisonous finest Brandy ever exported from a French vineState Convention,which meets at Lansing,
Thk Directors’ report of the Michigan
bites
rendered
harmless
and
the wounded are yard. and can he procured only from us. Chamon the 28th of this month. They will Central Railroad for the year ending 1873pagnes, Sherries and Porta of the finestflavors, all In rc-building our new shop we have pur
healed without a scar. The receipt I* published from the houses of C. C. Her son A Co. Our goods
base their claims upon the following clause 74 makes a good showing. Although the
chased entire new Machinery,
around each bottle. They sell as no article ever are sold and delivered In their original packages as
of the National Republican Platform, net earnings were less than the previous before sold, and they sell because they do just what they left the vineyard In France, and guaranteed
Of the Most Approved Patterns;
perfectlypure
And we arc confident we can satisfy all win
adopted at Philadelphia, June 9, 1874:
.year by $204,743, there was a consider- they pretend to do. Those who now suffer from
Price List sent free on application. 116-ly
want
rheumatism,
pain
or
swelling
deserve
to
suffer
if
“The Republican party is mindful of able increase in business and a great imthey will not use Centaur Liniment, white wrapper.
its obligations to the loyal women of
provementof the road-bed and rolling More than 1000 certificates of remarkablecures, InAmerica, for their noble devotion to the
stock. No dividendswill be declareduu- cluding frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout,
cause
cause ot
of freedom;their
their admission to
to wider
wider T
™8 Wl11 be dcc,uretl uuOr
fields of usefulness is viewed with, satisfac- 111 •,anu*Ori the earnings being applied to running tumors. Ac., have been received.We will
WE HAVE A STEAM
send
a circularcontaining certificates,
the
recipe,
lion; and the honest demands of anyclass the extinguishment of the floating debt*
-- _ mimm mm thfl
Ac., gratis, to any one requestingIt. One bottle
of citizens for additional rights should be but
a
suftlelent
on.m./.n00*t««
a.'
but a sufficientcompensation for this de-

t

their crutches, the

Planing, Matching,

T

\W3S S'NORH
•

of the yellow wrapper ‘Centaur Liniment Is worth

treated with respectfulconsideration.”

•mt

^

U

Re-Sawing Done.

iDH/ir kiljst,

AND THK DRYING OF LUMBER
MAKE

lay is found in the reflection that it will one hundred dollarsfor spavined or sweened horses
UftmC
* " IPTI
WE SHALL
A
place
the afluirs of the Company on a and mules, or for screw-wonn In sheep. Stock
A Curious and pathetic incident of the
•Aii-i
W|
tMN Card Hit. a
SPECIALITY.
anyooswr'1
owners—
These
liniments
are
worth
your
attention.
mu worm yonr auention.fafM.Kfv.TbMj/
<
great flood in Allegheny County, Pa., whs solid basiw, and assure its future prosperlMua.ROT.Thns.Mnrply,Dj»^
flMUr.O.I
No family should he0 Without
without them.
them. "White
........ wraj*
DOORS, BASH
BLINDS,
the recovery of a sleeping baby in a cradle
per for family Use;” Yellow wrapper for animals.
Ur anything in our line, uianiilactnrcd on ebon
thirty-five miles from the scene of the
notice.
Latest advices concerning Judge Gid- Sold by all Druggist, so cents per bottle;larg
disaster.
bottles.$l.n0. J. 11. Rose A Co., 53 Broad wat
W. Vehbkek & Co.
j dings, report him as recovering.
P S, Dr. Fitler s, Pills, 20 cte., (should be used
New York.
with
^.jy
46 .’W* It

Omm

I

AND

;

j

8yrnp.

H

Grand Haven has commenced with! Dan

Jotting'S.

new

Gkehlino’s

Tiir past week has been exceedingly

—

Street.

gravelling its Washington

flour-millis about to

begin active operations.

--

dull for “joltings.”

Tub Fanny Shrim gave another excur- •

------

head."

----

-

morist.”

The Emperor

The

ministers

-

the

—

New York

is

The
Spring Lake

Tribune as United States

if she can suc-

Daily Evening

con, put

been a memj

It is a

Just one week before the fire, Muskewaterworks bonds

a

to issue

53,

adopted.
— —
—

Streets, Roads and

on Wednesday, the 19th

job

it

AT

inst.

writes

a

letter

in the post-office,

Morton's health 1ms again

A Hcautlful Selection of

go

to

must some of

the remarks

complete (dock of

a

All First Class Goods. At the
Lowest Cash Prices.

employers for “conduct unbecoming a
journalist.”
-----

may

Messrs

Slooter

&

Higgins have con-

VAN DEN BERG,

L. & S.

EIGHTH STREET,

HOLLAND, MICH.

putting in the necessary shelving and

to

,

River and Eleventh Street.

declare!” Contemplating
/ 'Dibbles,
“Ah,
we was
I

The Democratic State Central Committee have determined upon straight-out ac-

lager—

yes, sir, if

Boots

and

i]

Shoes,

N
)

At the Store of

vil-

I.

only, all of

SPRIETSMA

OK TIIK

& SON. Variety and Jewelry Store

1

Judiciously and carefully selectedfur Have on hand a conitantly rritlenlibtd,ear.us, as fit to die as him, sir!”
the season, and comprising the most com- fully aelrctfdand ever freah .tuck of
---- «*••» ---tion in this State this fall, and have called
A painter being asked to estimate the plete assortment of Boots and Shoes ever
their regular Delegate State Convention to cost of painting a certain house, drew oflered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.
Clocks,
Ladies,
assemble at Kalamazoo, on the 10th of forth a pencil and paper, and made the
Gents,
Watches,
September.
following calculations:“A nought is a
Youths,

Tiik local newspa|)ers announce that the
his

emu

KID GLOVES.

of Victoria Wood-

she is frantic to

have been the cawsc.— Palladium.

-

family

Silver Plated Ware,

Twin Mountain House,

will be at the

m m

uk
Aud

Dr. B. Ledkrokr and family arrived on
store fixtures.
Tub family of John Sal/.man, at Renton
Saturday. He has purchased the Zalsman
— -«•» ----Harbor, were all taken severelysick on
property on River Street,and established
A rustic moralist. Rector going his
Sunday, but are recovering.Cabbage
his office and residence on the corner of rounds— “An uncommonlyfine pig, Mr.

Rev. Henry Ward Beecher and

huh

;

in Indiana will

1

poisoned with Paris green is supposed

AT

AND TRIMMINGS,

MILLINER)'

hull, and was promptly dischargedby his

although she

hi.

have vlaltedthe RM'.cm Jobbing lloueee,and pereonally aelected our atock of

A San Francisco reporter blushed at

a defense that he was told

moment

t

Line of

OF THE LATEST STYLES.
Senator

have been putting off the writing for six cluded to add a stock of Groceries to their
months.
present Flour and Feed business, and are

be

We

stealing ba-

remarkable fact that the

MILLINERY AND

and colored dress silks,
AND SACKS AND
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS.

miss his services during the campaign.

he had the right to vote, he

woman

put

amount of $100-

to the

000. Probably Holly works will

The Committeeon

South. The Republicans

Neitti.

take “sides somewhere.”

her of the School-boardonly four months.

gon voted by a majority of

in as

now

that

picket fence; he has

!

LADIES' SUITS

See advertisement.

Bridges will let another street improve-

ment

--

the Hollander has been

buck

Tuesday eve-

tisements have been turned over to the failed him, and he has been obliged

fixing up his premises with side-walk and

new

18.

let on

See advertisement.

The negro who was caught

a

E.

and its effects, subscriptionsand adver-

Thursday. The

job of building a ventilator on the

Detroit Daily ifnion has succumbed,

ceed in making up a party.

Our neighbor of

The

COMPLETE

suggested by

-- -«• —

are criminal.

Finny will likely go down,

SILKS

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS, we have
Maaon added to onr Stock, a NEW and

ning, August

number of cases on the calender Senator, from New York, to succeed R.
one hundred of which thirteen Fenton

The Grand Haven and

in the

Id addition to oar Department of

Engine House will be

George William Curtis
Circuit Court opens next Tuesday.

Regatta come off on next

NEW DRESS

autumn.

section the present season.— Sf. Joaeph

of the day.

is about

GOODS,

ia

pear crop will be very light in this

Herald.

total

of Germany,

William,

going to Italy very soon, probably

--

—

fatal epidemic

are receiving donationsnearly every hour

The

MILLIMRY Aim FANCY
:0;

among chickens in Minnesota,

The

Western

A typographicalerror: “The Legisla
ture pasted the bill over the Governor's

of a

a

A Canadian paper speaks of “ Artemus
Ward Beecher, the great American hu-

sion on Thursday evening.

--In consequence

Rice has again started on

tour.

White Mountains, through August, and
that he will preach there every Sunday.

--

-----

—

Jewelry,

Misses and
Chidren’s

nought; three into five twice you can't—
The Danbury Knes says: There was a
One of Disraeli’s admirers, in speaking
I’ll paint your house for fifty dollars.”
fight between Danbury and Norwalk roosabout him to John Bright, said: “ You
---ters in this place on Friday. The pain
ought to give him credit for what he has
The New York Sun. has attacked the
every good citizen must feel over such a
accomplished,ns he is a self-made man.” editor of the Allegan Journal, Mr. D. C.
brutal display is somewhat mollified by
“I know he is,” retorted Mr. Bright, “and Henderson, relative lias early connection

and Pocket

Wear, Taih.k

Cutlery,

-

the fact that our rooster licked.

The

he adores his maker.”

Of the Latest Styles.
CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING
Done

Y. Tribune, and as might he
expected Don contradicts the statement In
a three-column article, of spiry reading
with the N.

wife of Bismark, over sixty years

The Chicago fire has again wiped out
of age, yet fresh and beautiful,directs her
its own Insurance Companies. The Athousehold affairs carries at home, a
lantic & Pacific is shown to be hopelessly

at

SILVER

SETS,

FANCY

TOYS,

abort notice.

Cash Paid for Hides.

Our prices compare favorable with those
of our neighbors, and it is our purpose
matter.
to compete successfully with the trade outbunch of keys in her belt, and is proud of
side this city, intendingnot only to satisfy
insolvent,having liabilities of $447,000,
An Anti-ProhibitionState Mass Con- our old friends,hut to draw a new trade to
the many embroideredcovers and curand assets of $203,000. The Globe has vention will be held in the City of Detroit, this city and the Boot and Shoe Store of
tains, the work of her own industrious
about $20,000 surplus, and the Traders’ on Wednesday, Aug. 12. The general obL. SPRIETSMA & SON.
hands.
about $00,000.
Holland, April 1, 1874.
ject of the Convention will be understood
------ •«»»

A large number of

the American bond-

holders of the Detroit

A Milwaukee Rail-

road held a private meeting at Detroit last

week, and decided to

at

languages, and our estimate of the extent

once commence

proceedingsto foreclose their mortgage,
and secure, if possible, the appointment of

of his faith in the correctness of

his

own

position,are on the decline since

we

seen

the

a Receiver.

new

office.

Complaints have been made

---

The weight of Hogic’s argument in his
last article, on usefulness (?) of foreign

before

to be to effect a

more permanent and

4«-

sys-

tematic organization of those favorable to
the license system.

While

—

LAKE EXCURSIONS

“

at Grand Haven, on Tuesday,

A stem er on the Ohio River was burned

forty-

FANNY SHRIVER."

w

were in the County Jail, and Sheriff The Public arc informedthat the plea.ant and
sign of the Grondiretprinting Woltman showed us the keys, a descrip- beautifullittlesteamer FANNY 8IIHIVER of
Holland, can be ( bartered any dav or evening durtion of w hich we gave in our last number. ing the summer season to make excursionson

We would

AND

not induce such chaps to locate

mhLimmmom

amongst us, but we do wish that some of
edge Wednesday morning,
our people were endorsed with a like
and seventeen lives were lost. So far as
spirit of enterprise.
Drenthe, for violationof the dog-law.
known, nobody was to blame for the fire;
-------Summons have been issued and made rebut the cowardice and clumsiness of the
The New York Herald and London Teleturnable next Saturday, when forty-four
/crew is severely spoken of as having pre- graph have completed arrangements for
Holland Grangers will enter their solemn
vented the recue of all on board.
an expedition into Africa, to be commandprotest against the “dog-gawncd-law.”
---

Justice Uolks, at Zeeland, against

Met iy

to the water’s

four farmers all living in Vriesland and

We wonlAfnrthcrannounce that In addition to the
above arrangements,we have also purchased.a
large barge, which will be fitted up with suitable
seats and awnings, and will accommodate (Tom :wo |
to 400 persons, and admirablyadapted for Sunday-

-

—

The Common

/

--

At a meeting of the members of

Council has ordered a

Thursday evening,

Street, beginning East of the Chicago Depot and

ed by Stanley. The object of the expedi-

the

Fire Department, held at their Hall, on

side-walk along the north side of Tenth

it wits

resolvedto

tion

is

two

ending West of the residenceof

of

completing the work begun by

Livingstone.

mazoo, on the 26th inst. The Engine
— .....
—
Mr. J. Panels, a distance of over one mile.
jCompany and the Hook and Ladder ComIn the U. S. Circuit Court at Grand
We venture to state that no place can pany will consolidatefor the occasion.
Rapids, Wednesday, the argument were
boast of as much or better side-walks, in
An adjourned meeting will be held on closed in the ease of Charles Hawes vs. J.
proportion toils population, than Holland.
Monday evening, to make further arrange- K. Johnson of the Eagle hotel, suit being

.

ments.

/

Judge Williams of Chicago, rendered a
decision last week in

a

suit instituted

by

•

—

brought

----

to

la a

day.
1874.

WERKMAN &

at-

and

_

WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELRY,

School picnics or large excursions.
Parties chartering, have thftwacluslvecontrol for
that
K. R.
Holland, June 1st,
Captain.

fold, that of investigating the

haunts and operations of the slave dealers

tend the Fireman’s Tournament, at Kala-

Call on ui and you may b« .urr the apptaranca,
price, and quality of our Good, will .ult you. We ara
ready to repair*

Thoroughly8atlifactoryManner.

Corner ok

8th

and Market

BROWER
1W

Streets.

46-HcWy

tf

SONS. F.

A A.

Steketee,

Desire to Inform their many friends and cna-

—

This Firm have brought to this City one of the
largest and best selected stock for the
I

mil!
'0

obtain damages for infringement

of hotel-register patent. Judge Withey

a

That has ever been offeredto Holland and vicinity.

tomers that they have on hand and

for

sale

Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

A complete Line of Dry Goods, Including a choice
selection of Dress Goods, Alpaccas, Ginghams, Trimmings and Notions, Spring and
Summer Shawls, Sheeting and Shirting. In Gent's Famishing, CothIng, Hats A Caps, we have afull
assort tnent.

Boots a Shoes,
Etc., Etc.

—
Store,

—In the
Our Colleague on River Street,is not
reserved his decision. The case is an imsatisfied with our reply and persists in
portant one, as the defense disputesthe
for the recovery of certain property said to
abusing us, because we happen to be of
validity of the patent and as nearly every
have been illegally alienatedfrom them.
his own nationality. This is not fair.
hotel keeper in the State is liable in damThe ground of action was that the executor
An occasionalear mark (in the pro hono
Choice
Crockerj ud Clunuo.
ages if the the patent is valid. Taylor &
E. J. HARRINGTON,
of the estate had an interest in a sale which
publico style) is sufficientto identify this
Onr
Denartment
of
Family
Supplies, Flour, Feed,
Where
may be found at all time., at
Eddy,
attorneys
for
plaintiff.—
G.
R.
Post.
w as made by him. The Court awarded
Graham, etc., will receive Ihe same attenlast reply, as his own. The public should
tion
as
heretofore.
No
charge
for
the property sold to Robert and Stephen
Wholesale
Retail I
delivery.
Three of the parties wbo were arrested
remember however, that when Hogie styles
Douglas, debarringthe widow from parGood, of the Beit Quality and at the Lowed
We
are
determined
not
to
bo
undersold.
Our
some of our good old people as “ cronies,” for “ Drunk and Disorderly,” on Monday,
prices compete with those In Chicago
ticipationbecause she had been guilty of
or Grand Rapids.
that this is not a new idea to him, nor is have commenced legal proceedings
neglect
Farmers will find with us a ready market for ail
against
two
of
our
saloon-keepers.—
Since
it
taken
from
the
News.
To
be
serious—
— their produce.
Prof. G. J. Kollen, makes a report of we hope the Board of Education will the above was set up, the Marshal has
47 -3b
Holland, Mich., Jan. lat, 1874.
Holland, Mich., April 10, 1874.
his labors in behalf of the “Ebenezcr- cause instruction to be given in the Hol- made complaint for a “ riotous assault”
Memorial-Endowmcnt”Fund of Hope Col- land language; the recent decision of the against Henry Murphy, Archy McDonald, J. DITRSEMA.
T. KOFFER8.
O. GHINGHU1S.
John Bacon, Dan Douglass, Body Malege. The whole amount subscribedto Supreme Court warrantsit.
guire and “John Doe,” amongst whom
date, is $29,241, of which $22,120 has been
On Tuesday we noticed our “Chief” (the first three) are the complainantsabove
obtainedin this place and the surrounding
utting up the bills for the Grand State
mentioned.The other three could not he
localities, as follows:
iretnan’s Tournament, which is to be
found.— The latest is that besides these
A. Douglas

the heirs of the late Stephen

Brick

Mu,

or

CASH

PRICES.

-iy

-A.IRJRI’V.A.Ij

Holland

City,

...................$11,000

eld at Kalamazoo, August 26th and 27th.

Zeeland,.... .................... 2,800
Overyssel, .......................2,300

he premiums amount to $1,000. Entrance

Vriesland, ....................... 1,540 ree. Among the premiums are the folEbenhtezcr, ......................1,075 lowing:
North Holland, .................. 1,000
Hand Engines— First premium, $125;
Bcaverdam, ......................
000
second pemium, $75; third premium, $.50.
Jamestown, ..................... .
Graafschap, ..........
.......... 42.' Machines will play through 100 feet of
Saugautuck, ......................
41
hose, horizontal throwing,using any nozDrenthe, .........................
zle they choose— the distance thrown to

three,

who

Of the

cannot be found, there are

three horses missing in North-Holland,
belongingto
T

who

J.

SPRING

Nienhuis and J. Slag.

HE composer of the

“

At

Wacht am Rhein?

DUURSEMA &

J.

enjoy the full success and celebrity of his

composition. No such early tribute of na-

Holland—3 or
Muskegon—

pion belt and $125; 2nd, $100; 3rd, $75.

4 cribs.

\ crib

and 135

feet

of revet- The

of 40 rods and lay two lines of hose of 100

Grand Harm -6 cribs and

500 feet of

feet

each with pipe attached ready

inspiration of its kind, and it hit

— 400

Hose Companies—

the dredging of 7.000 yards of sand and

Premiums $100; the contest to

600 cubic yards of slab pier.

forty rods and lay two lines of hose of
fifty feet each

tfiniifet!—495 feet of

While River— \ crib.

Fruitport—] crib,

I

and get

be a run of

first water

of sand and hydrant.

slabs.

revetment.

very eve of battle. Carlyle

on

Notions an.d Trimmings,
Hats

&

Caps,

Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,

long-

Groceries,

prevailingmood, and came to be the ex-

Glassware,

the

calls the

Provisions,

Flour, Feed and Grains.

from a

which will make the blood tingle in men’s
veins, and whole armies and assemblages
will sing

it

with eyes weeping

ing, with hearts defiant

and devil.” There

f

There

Goods,
Goods,

“ Marseillaise"“ the luckiest musical com-

, Sweepstakes for

South i/c/Pcn—300 feet of revetment and

Dry

Furnishing

position ever promulgated, the sounds of

feet of revetment, and

the dredging of 13,575 yards

a

Immense Supplies of

for

water.

revetment.
Saugatuck

above prizes will be a run

tion of high artistic genius, but it was an

pression of the national sentiment

ment.

•

test for the

CO.

tional recognitiongladdenedthe ears of

Sealed proposals will be received' oy decide the prize. Ten minutes will be al- the composer of that far grander piece of
war music, the “Marseillaise.''The
Col. 8. M. Mansfield, U. S. A., Detroit, lowed for getting ready. All engines will
“ Wacht am Rhein?' was not an inspiraMich., until next Saturday, Aug. 16, for take suction from the reservoir.
Hose Companies— First premium cham-

STOCK

has lately died, was happy enough to

.

the following Harbor Improvements:

AND SUMMER

will also

be a

is

of

and

death, despot

none of

this passion-

special prize of ate and stormy grandeur about the

"

$100 awarded to the best band

,

present on the

|

mitteee to be selected on the day of trial. sion or despair.

Our Assortment of Goods is complete and selected with a
to accommodate the various classes of Trade.

view
!

1

Wacht

of music am Rhein, which is only at best a song of
occasion. Awarding com- encouragement and defense, without pas-

j

!
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i
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Everything in the line of Produce will find with us a ready
market and the highest prices. J. DUURSEMA & CO.

RIVER

STREET,

- HOLLAND,

MIgjpi.

THIS SHIP

IMTIUl m:»KHT.

“3he was got up killiugly. Those and your teeth a dozen miles back of
Cavalry and Artillery.
ems sewed on the skirt, your mouth by this time, rolled iu a
The followingextract is from an
with a tassel to it, hitched on some- sand-heap or ground into a tooth-pow- able paper by Gen. George B. McClelwhere, and some flzzy-mo-jigsaround der?
lan, in Harper's Magazine for August
the head ; lots of flummy-diddletacked
The bewildered aucient was half The long ranges and rapid and acto her somehow.”
frantic,aud said she should die, she curate firing of the small arms and
All he could describe rationally was should on the spot. She didn’t, though. field-guns of to-day have seriouslyaf-

Irresolute,In nettled Ire;
A group from out the cooling wood
They garni right aaserly belew,
The flushed sun settled to the fast
Like some far hemisphere of fire ;
The sands flashedback like flelds of snow,
And yet again they pared. And now,
Far off and faint, they saw or guessed
They saw, beyond the sands, a Hue—
A dim and distautlifting beach
That daring men night dare and reach ;
Dim Rha|>es of toppled peaks with pine,
And watered fo<>(*bil‘*^ltrk Mke tviue.

her boots.

Folks don’t very often.
Miss Hitt tried to soothe her, but it
was of uo use ; she kept groauiug
“ My teeth are gone, my teeth are

“French kids, all flowered off, and
fitted like a duck's foot in u mud pud-

They rested on the desert’s rim
Of sand. They eaw the aun go down,
Like some round, sinking isle aflame,
llehind them wheeled white peaks of snow
As they proceeded. Gray and dint.
And ghostly shapes, bat-winged add brown,
And awful objects Went and came
before them now. They pierced at last
The desert'smiddle depths, and !o f
There loomed fmm out the desert vast
A lonely ship, well built and trim,
And perlect all in hull and mist.
,

No storm h»d stained it any whit,
No seasons
their teetlilit it.
The rains, the elements, and a’i
The moving things tbai bring decay
by fair green lands or fairer sea*,
Had touched not here for ceuturww.
Lo ! date has lost all reckoning
In this tost land, and no new thing,

M

little

red.” That must have

Bdfert bo-

wind happened to blow under them
ami ho happened to see where they
were tied on
That finished him, he said ; but he
did not mention it to Phil, for Phil was
growing very gallant all of a sudden.
Just fancy that boy! She was a
dozen yeurs older than he was, if she
was a day, aud ought to have been sort
of a good auntie to him, and told him
when his collar was one-sided, aud
helped form his manners. But instead
of that the old thing undertook to flirt
with him. Ben said it was a fact.
When they stopped at hotels she played
!

throat to suit Beu. He hates operatic.
But it took Phil right off his feet.
“ Did you ever ?” said he to Beu. “If
she sings like that now, what’ll she do

“Why, how

old do you call her ?” said

Beu.

About Kate’s age, I guess,”

replies

Phil.

blew south sea-breeze or north sea-breeze?
What spiced winds whistled throughthis sail ?
What bannersstreamed above these «• a* ?
And what strange seaman answered back
To other sea-king'sbeck and hail.
That blew across his foamy track ?
bought Jason bore the golden fleece?
Cime Trojan ship or ships of Greece?
Came decks dark-msuued from sultry Ind,
Wooed here by spacious wooing wind :
Some like a grand, sweet womau, when
A great love move# her soul to aiea?

and she had intended all along to get a
permanent set ns soon as they reached
Boston ; so it wasn’t so muon matter,
after all.

“I won’t go to Niagara; I’ll
and leave you

1

switch-

1

I was sixteen that moutli ! Ben
bought he should choke. Phil was
very far gone indeed, and it was hard
werk getting him to bed, he was so absorbed in the moon.
Beu didn’t go into particulars, and I
ial to picture it out for myself ; but I
could almost seem to see' the whole- my little fling, too ; so I said to him tolung : those two creatures— Phil and day, as innocent as Mary’s lamb
" By the way, Phil, who was it you
he aucient— sitting together in the cars
smiling at nothing ; Phil stroking his and Ben traveled with last summer?”
,“A couple of Yankee school-ma’ams,”
chin, where the “ underfringe” ought to

says Phil, and began to wnistle.
“0 ; I took it, from what Ben said,
that they were sharpshooters ; foe I understand him one of them Shot writ,
but didn’t Hitt, because something
happened about that time to the— what
do you call the bullet-end of the gun ?
—the mouth-piece, I think.”

popping to find ancient’s old hamlterchief, or open the window, or shut
it ; saying “ will you allow me ?” when
she can’t fasten her old gloves.
When I can’t fasten 7?i,y gloves, its
“why don’t you take your boot-buttoner,
Cate. That’ll fetch it!” But this is
“another,not a sister,” as the song
says ; and it makes all the difference,
he

;

Sophie May.

you kuow.

Came here strong ships of Solomon
In quest of Ophir by Cathay?
Sit down and dream of seas Vthdrtwn,
And every «ea*breaUi drawn away.
Hit down, sit dawn. What is the good

Shouldn’t wonder if he is quoting
wetry at her. He despises pwetry
nit he’s learned two
three

How

Chicago

Was

Destroyed.

;

At least one class of the population
in
Chicago profited by the fire— the
iues, hearing
them
dead-beats up town. Cue would rush
over. Antiquity smirks and rolls up her
iuto a saloon with bis face smoky aud
eyes to the bell-rope.

me

hat wo go on stillfashioning
(Heat iron ship# or walls of wood;
H:gh masts of oak, or anything
1

moving must go bv.
The ftei lisa dead. Behold, this land
Lo ! all things

desolate in dust beside
His anow- white, seamless shroud of sand;
The very clouds have wept and died,
And only God i» in the sky.
Joaqttin Miller.
Hit*

NEAR-SIGHTEB.
Phil and Ben have to do some queer
thing or other cteiy vacation ; {'and
they cftino so nenf drowning in that
canoe summer before last that they took
a great dislike to the water, and have
hardly gone near it since, except to
drink. So last summer they thought
they would make a journey by land as
far ua their money would go ; and, to
eke it out, they took one of Beecher’s
works and a book of Dio Lewis’ to sell
on the way. Phil can talk ; and he told
the i>eoplft in the little out-of-the-way
towns that Beechej jvasquitq a popular
writer, as good a# Mrs. feiuthworth,
with rather a moral -tone. -So lie sold
ofl’ his books and sent for more, while
Ben was clearing the frog out of his

or
say

dusty, and cry : “Gimme some* whisI wish I did kuow how they do it—
ky, Dick. I tell you, gentlemen, this is
these flirts. Not that I would act so mya fire. I’ve been through a good many
self ! It would be more excusableiu a litfires, but this is the boss scorcher. My
tle girl lifce me ; but, young as I am,
throat’s like a lime-kilu.” Timid or
I’d scorn such silly behavior.
lazy suburban resident, of a simple and
Phil runs his fingers through his hair,
and leaned forward iu the most insin- generous disposition— “ So you’ve just
come up? Take something?”Deaduating manner to hear her talk, with
beat— “Don’t mind if I do. Gimme
the cars going rattlety-bang.And there
some
whisky, Dick. Yes, sirree, just
are Ben and the other one looking on
left it. When 1 think of Fourth avelaughing in their
----- - :***“.--* ''“w* .u,c*
They go by the Canada route, and !T’ .th® ^ouse<i blowing up on all side*,
stop at Niagara Falls ; aud the night be- J,e,i)l.’“‘ kiting up into the air, nigger
babies roasting till the firemen had to
fore they get there they travel a little
put handkerchiefs up their noses— I tell
in the evening, and reach Niagara about
you,
gentlemen, it is awful.” Barkeepten o’clock. Now, hero is where the
er, his curiosityovercoming his habitjoke comes
/*
It was a lovely evening. Diana— that’s mil caution— “It must have been.

sleeves.

in.

.

the moon— was daintily picking her
way through the white clouds overhead,
and Phil and Miss AnuTiquity sat looking at her with a very moonstruckexpression. They had talked themselves
all out ; aud that boy, I presume, was
conjugating Latin verbs to himself;

when he’s trying to
think
up
something
to say. Miss Ann
They had capital times, stopping to
was
sitting by the window, a few inches
see elephants and things, till by-aud-by
they came to a town in Iowa— it’s so nearer the moon than he was, and more
large that I don’t dare to tell the name sentimental,if anything.
“Why can’t somebody sing?” said
of it— and thfre- tfeey ftflfed a dhy or two
she.
“ We must have music by moon
with a friend of Bens ; and, as their
money was low, they decided to call light.”
She was such a gushing little thing,
that the end of their journey. It seemed
to be Terr lucky that they should have you know? Never stopped to think
happened along just at that time, for there was anybody else in tho car but
there were two young ladies in the their party, and struck up, “ Ane I lo’e
family, who had been teaching drawing dear,” with the very top notes of her
and music in an academy, and wanted throat. Everybody sat| stock still and
listened, ns if a nightingalehad flown in
to go back to Aeir homes In the East
•
and, “ could tftey go in company with and was giving a
But all in a second, just as the last
the young men ? 0, how nice it would
be !”
strain was dying away, Miss Ann was
Let’s .see;, Phil was eighteen that seized with a violent fit of coughing.
Juue, not a frdsh tu*y more, But aJmuf* The evening air was probably (lamp,
cut aaiMrid# iiid 4 soph, a, Phil, 1 and tickled her throat, for she had let iu
barrels and barrels of it, opening her
didn’t put n “t” to the end of that
Bless your old heart ! von are a dear month so wide. At any rate, she
nice, gulli .....
couahedso hard that bhe had to put
though yi
her head ont of Ihl Wiidpw. to prevent
wo know*)
strangulation. Little Miss Hitt felt in
for a boy. Not that Phil can see into her pocket for a lozenge, aud Beu said
things as we girls can ; near-sighted to to Phil, laughing
begin with, aud won't wear spectacles.
“You’d better pat her on the back.”
And that state of things does place a
But it was over in half a minute, aud
bodv at the mercy of an unfeeling Phil was just settling himself comfortaworld.
bly, when she drew in her head from the
His objection to spectacles is, that window, and seized him by the shoulthey would make him look like a pro- der, crying out,—
that’s what ho does

throat.

solo.

;

‘

!

“ Among the notable plivsieiansof this
country, Dr. It. V. Pierce,- of ‘ Buffalo,N. Y..
stands deservedly high. He has obtained
professional eminence through strictlylegitimate moans, and fully deserves the enviable
reputationwhich be eujoys. A thorough and
careful preparationfor bis callingand extensive reading, during a long and unusually
large practice, have made him extraordinarily
successfulin bis private practice, and gained
the commendation even of his professional
brethren.By devotingbis attentionmainly
to certainspecialties he has been rewarded in
a very ereat degree, aud in these linos is recognized as a leader. Not a few of his preparations compounded for those specialcases
have been adopted and are used in their private practice by physicians tliroughout tbo
country, aud bis pamphlets aud larger works
Upon tuese subjects have been welcomed as
valuable additions to medical literature, aud
placed among the regular toxt-booksof many
medical schools. Acknowledgment of the
sorvicos which bo has performed for medical
science has been made by presentationsof degrees from two of the first medical institutions of the land, aud by the translstionof
sovera of his works into German, Spanish
and other foreignlanguages.The iucroasiug
demand for his specificssome time since ne-

mode of employing

won’t be seen looking so !” cried the toothless Miss Shotwell, knocking herself about at such a
rate that her hat collapsed, and her
hair came off, and she was the picture
of an Irish woman recovering from a
drunken fight. Five minutes ago she hamper them exceedinglyin their
had been “ the mirror of virtue mid operations.The fact that small parthe rose of delight.” No wonder Phil ties of the German cavalry ranged so
far and freely iu France will not serve
stared.
as a rule for other cases. In a modAs soon as she came to her erately broken or wooded country two
senses she borrowed Miss Hitt’s
or three good men with breech-loaders
veil, and never took it up for the
could, with entire safety to themselves,
rest of the journey without clapping
very soon put an end to the movements
her 'handkerchiefto her mouth. She
of ordinary cavalry patrols. It is quite
didn’t attempt any more of her beprobable that the future changes in the
witching smiles or her operatic songs, I
cavalry organizationwill be iu the dican tell you. She lost her opinion of
rection of assimilatinga large part of
the moon, and didn’t take any more noit to mounted infantry.
tice of Niagara Falls than she would of
While the cavalry has lost something
a fulling-mill.
of its importance, the artillery, on the
They were all ready to pity her, only
other hand, has gained in power and
she was fractious, and mumbled and
independence.
breech-loading
grumbled like a crazy old granny, and
field-guns can be so readily placed unmade Miss Fannie take her meals upder cover and fired so rapidly that it is
stairs to her room, as she had been a
possible to place them in positionsthat
black slave.
the old muzzle-loaderscould never
Phil was cured completely. He
have held, and also to trust them to
dropped from the clouds slap-dash, and
themselves with very slight infantry
came down so hard that it stunned him a
supports. In 1870-71, especially in the
little. I guess he had to conjugate
latter part of the war, the German arLatin some time before he felt natural.
tillery was usually in advance of the
It was great fun for Ben, and I supinfantrylino, and often really decided
pose he won’t stop teasing that boy to
the battle when practically entirely
the end of time. I thought I’d have
off

A Mammoth Dtapenaary.
[From Use St. Louta Republican.]

the different arras of the service. The
employment of large mufscs of cavalry
on the field of battle will probably not
again occur, unless under some very exceptionalcircumstances ; for where the
ground is sufficientlyopen for them to
form aud act they will be fully exposed
to such a tire as will prevent their advancing or even retaining their position.
Tho experience of the war of 1870-71,
as fur as it went, proved that cavaliy
could not attack good infantryarmed
with breech-loaders without incurring
certain destruction. Again in reference
to the other duties of the cavalry, such
as escort and patrol duty, it is quite
certain that the breech-loaderenables
very small parties of infantry to at least
ftuuoy cavalry parties so much ns to

The

>y-Hud-by ?”

What dreams of gold or conquest drew
The oak-builtsea-king to these seas,
Ere Earth, old Earth unsatisfied,
Hose up and shook man m disgust,
•And smote his cities dowu, und dried \
These measured,town-set seas to dust?
Who trod these decks ? What captain knew
These straits that led to lauds like tWsa?

:

fo e they began to travel. She wouldn’t
dare be painted in the cars— would she ?
— with dust blowing so.
She wore two long braids flopping
dowu her buck ; and Beu thought thev
were “ a dead sure thing for certain/’
and grew on her head. But a gust of

straight at Phil. Her
voice was sweet, but too much in her

;

fected the uses aud

dle.”
But if Beu can’t talk he cau see, and goner
there’s where he has the advantage of
It was too bad, I declare. And then
Phil. He saw at once that Fanny Shot- Miss Hitt explained to the boys that
well was a plftyed-outcoquette, and they were only temporary, (so I* should
“ floured her face, aud streaked on a think !) and had been growing loose,

and sang

Or old. can an) wise befall,
For time goes by the other way.

The ages have not any course
Across this nut racked waste. The sky
Wears here one blue, unchanging hue,
The lumens one unbending mood.
The far. atillstare, they Alter through
The heavens, falling bright and bold
Against the sands as beams of gold.
The wide, white moon forgets her force
The very sun rides round and high,
Ah if to shun this solitude.

Splendid fluish ; eix stops ; price $125.
Terms, $25 cash, $15 monthly.
Money refunded if not satisfactory.
Heed’s Temple of Music, 92 Van Burcn street.

:

Their leader turngd and shook ins head,
" And shall we tura asld**,” he said,
“ Or dare this hell f " The men stood atlll
As i«aaiii»Uinhis Berner wlU ;
And then fie stopped und turned again,
AndJieliUhfi broad hand to his brow,
ThPrair. wMte levels of the pUius
Flashed back like billows. Even now
He saw rise up remote, ’11)111 sea,
'Mid space, mid wastes, *mld nothingness,
A ship becalmed aa in distress.
The dim sign pa*s*d as suddenly,
And then tits eager eyea grew dazed—
He brought his two hands to his face.
Again he raised Ids head and gazed
With flashing eyes and visage tierce
Far out, and resoluteto pierce
The far, far. faint receding reach
Of space and touch its farther beach.
He saw but apace, unlsmuded apace ;
Eternal space and nothingness.

1

Prince A Co.’a Organs.

what-you-call-

They stood upon the mountain brow,
The bearded trappers, halting stood

without infantry supports. The

changes now being made in Europe
seem to he iu tho direction of small

now grown to mammoth proportions. Thus
^10 three months ending March 31,
187*, tho sum expended for postage alone, not

employed hi

the various departments, and a
corps of able and skilledphysiciansare retained as an ad riser; board tn difficult cases.
Elsewhere iu to-day’s Republican a whole page
is devoted to a communication from Dr.
1 terce, setting ferth something of the history
and details of this vast establishment, which
will be found not uninterestingreading.”
If you would patronize Medicines, scientiticallyprepared by a skilled Physician and
Chemist— use Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines.
Golden Medical Discovery is nutritious, tonic,
alterative, or blood cleansing, and an unequalod cough remedy ; PleasantPurgative
Pellets, scarcely larger than mustard seed,
constitute an agreeable and reliablephysic;
favorite Prescription—an unequaled remedy
for debilitatedfemales; Extract of NmartWeed— a magical remedy for Pain. Bowel
Complaints, and an uuequ&lod Linimentfor
both human and horse llesh; while his Dr.
Bago’s Catarrh Remedy is known tbo world
over as the greatest specific for Catarrh and
“Cold in Hoad,” ever giveu to the public.

The Beat Sewing Machine.
The best sewing machine for all purposes
this accomplished made is, beyond question, the Remington.

calibers, heavy charges,fiat trajectories,

and long ranges ; all
by means of a material so light that it
can pass over rough ground, and find
positions almost anywhere. A consequence of all this will probably be a
large increaseof the relative strength
of the artillery. In regard to tho
mitrailleuseand similar inventionsfor
the rapid and concentrated discharge of
small-arm bullets, opinions vary exceedingly. There is reason to believe
that the last war did not impress the
German* with n very hi«h idea of the
\alue ot such weapons, b,»t that they
have reached the conclusion that in the
face of active and accurate aud longrange artillery the mitrailleuse can uc- 1
very little. Tferc M,na9
good ground for believing, however,
that for the defense of works, of defiles, |
or of a position of limited extent, the
mitraillouso, or st.ll better, the Gatlin
gun, will prote to be a very reliable ad-

It will do a greatervariety of work, with less
noise and physicalexertion,than anv in the
market. It is so simple that a child can manage it, aud so durable that we can see no
reason why one, with ordinary care, should not
last a lifetime.

This point we desire to

call

especial attention

to. Tho Remington is made by the Remington Arms Co., of Won, N. Y., whose arms
are known the world over.
They have tho entire confidence of the
governmentsof tho world, for tho reason that
they
ont a poor
‘“V never
T'v‘ turned
‘.“‘.'T,'4
»'uur weapon,
n,3tti'o».nor.
u°r,
out* Ksit

~ l!

1

:

i

capital at the beginning. Tho same rigid
honeuty that they held to in tho manufacture
arms, they have catriod into their sewing

I

“‘v1*110-1 aey

are

made

of tho best material

eon^h

junct.

The effect of the modem improvements upon the infantry has been no
loss marked upon the other arms of the

a great deal more than is claimed for them,
The name •‘Bemington ” is a sufficientguar-

i

"fvT c.a

machine, because of its excellence,is a good
ono to handle,and of tho Company that their

emPk>y08a,r®

j
'
!

&&

ttHm6 « auy ou® wh.° kn0W8 the Company,

!

certain of fair

and

liberal treat-

N'\Flte t0 Bomington Arms Company,

• •

•

To have the money needlesslyapent every
on the one hand, their new
weapon has freed them from all danger year wonld Rive HnlKtaiitial comfort to almost
every person. To have the money saved bv
from the once dreaded cavalry, on the baying SILVER-TIPPEDboots and shoes
other hand the new artillery is so for- would bay each parent every year a new pair
midable as to render a resort to new of shoes.
formations and new methods of attack
A MILLION SUDSCRIBBaS WANTED FOR
obligatory ; for the dense columns and
T n IS W A » N 1 D K ,
successiveparallel lines of former years
A Ueniitiful « lirUtlan Weekly!
(nnaectailai
) tor all clatios and all agea.
What’ll yon have, Billy?” “Gimme cannot withstand the distant, rapid, and
FOR KVKKYliODY !
accurate
tire
of
modern
gun£
Neither
•JO luper-royaloctavo pages, double columns,
some whisky, Dick ! Awful ? You betand tear y 100 ILLUSTRATIONS yearly. Tea
ter believe me. Whew ! I see Lake can those old formations possibly suc- cheapestUluatratM DOLLAR WEEKLY in AmeriShore depow take ; says I, good-bye ceed in the attack of positions held by ca. Sobacrike to-day.Address, THE WAYSIDE,
*
„ 607 Market-st.,Wilmingt.MONTH
n, Delaware.
Chicago ! But then the wind shifted, good infantryarmed with breech-load- ILLI STKATKD
bY
$1.00
a
year.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL
EDI*
and I knew we was all right on this side.” ers. Destruction and wild disorder ) i IONS once a month, aingle'copiea.Wets.; lOcuplea
t,*lce a montn, tingle copies, COcta.:10 copies,
Another auditor— “The Pacific burned ? must be the results of any such at$4. Order now I or send 10 eta. for apccituea numDear me ! Ask the gentlemen what they tempt.
bera of all edition!.
will have.” “Gimme some whisky,
Before and After.
Dick. Yes, sir, the Pacific caught just
Wednesday afternoon a linen-suited “Truth is Mighty, and will Prevail.”
;

—

service.

If,

:

it.

I

as

I

left,

and Dave Gage was

there,

crying like a child. ” One barkeeper on
Madison street made audible resolves
to close up and go down and see it at
every yarn he heard, but business was
so brisk he was loth to do so, till about
half-past one Wednesday morning,
when he heard that the Exposition
building hud been burned, with a large
aud fashionableaudience within. With
the remark: “Six hundred of ’em
briled ! Grazing Nebuchadnezzar ! I’ll
shut up and go.” He went.

who came from some town
Genesee county, was noticed wandering around Franklin street, having considerablemoney and being under the
influenceof liquor. A policeman spoke
to him aud warned him that he hod better look out for himself, when the young
man replied: “Look ont for myself!
You bet I will ! Why, mister, I’m chain
lightning rolled up in a ball and stuck
full of red-hot bowie-knives ! I'm a
thunderbolt from the north, I am— a

WaYMDK

individual,

in

VECETINE
PURIFIES THE BLOOD AND RESTORES THE HEALTH.
SEVENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE.
«
r, r.
Mr. H. R.

„

East Mabshviild, Aug. 22, 1870.
Stkvkhs:
Dear Sir— I am aorenty-oneveara of age; have
sufferedmany years with Kidney Complaint,
want to let me alone, they
weakness in my bsck and atomaeh. I waa induced
A Touching Appeal.— An assault in
day morning the same policeman found by frtondato try your Vhortix*. and I think it
the beat medicine for weakness of tho Kidneys I
which eggs were freely used calls forth
the same individual lying asleep back ever used. 1 have tried many remedies for this
the following appeal from a Missouri
and never found ao much relief as from
of a coal shed. His eyes were battered, complaint,
the Vsoetink. It strengthensand tuvlcoratesthe
writer : “ Give us back the palmy days
there was a hole iu his head, and his whole system. Many of my acquaintanceshave
of tho inquisition,or the foul fires of
taken It. and I believe It to be good for all thocomwatch ami money were gone. “ Here,” plaluta for which it ta recommended.
witchcraft lifting their black colunns
Youra truly,
said the officer, us he poked the man
JOdlAH H. SHERMAN.
to the sky, but let the low principleof
with his club, “say, aren’t you that
such midnight cliques, in whose breast

aud folks
do.” Yester-

regular rip-up thunderbolt,

thunderbolt from the north woods?”
experience” of years.
The man sat up, looked around in a
CrrARLiiTOWW,Man., March 1»,196J.
dogged way, and slowly replied : “ No, Mr. H. R. _
Btivkns:
death that often spreads throughout
I baiu’t ’zactly a thunderbolt, but I’m
Tblati tocertlfy thatl bavensedyour “Blood
the physician’s frame and reduces it to
Preparation"(Viobtihs)In my family for several
the domed fool who thought he was.” voari,ai)dthink that for Scrofula or Cankerous
a living skeleton,be banished from tho
Uumora, or Rheumatic affection*,It cannot bo excelled ; and as a blood purifier and Spring medination over whose domain the star of
Forgeries on the House of Baring cine
It la the beat thing I have ever used, aud I
empire now trembles in its last revolu- Brothers. — A continental hanker, in a have used almost everything. I can cheerfully
recommend
it to any in need of such a modiclue.
tion iu tho historic heavens.”
letter to the London Times, gives uu
Youri respectfully,
MRS. A. A. DIN8MORR,
account of a new confederacy of forgers
19 Russell Street
The First Steam Vessel.— C. T. who are already known to have suc“My tooth are gone, mv teeth are Butler, of Brooklyn, N. Y., states to a
ceeded in obtainingseveral thousand
WHAT IS NEEDED.
gone?*
New Haven paper that the first vessel pounds from bankers on the continent.
_
Boston, Feb. 18, 1871.
Phil jumped as if he was shot fr;m a driven by steam was started on the
The operations of the forgers appear to Mr. H. R. STivntB: .
catapulf, if ^ k^ow what that is. .He.
______________
.....
Guadalquiver
in 1498,, while
Columbus have been conducted by a gang travel- Dear Sir— About one year line# I found myself In
a feeble condition from generaldebility. VEOBt iiliiint-stideawhiitBhopJetutii was
was prowling the shores of
of the sup- ing separately,and working by means TINEwai strongly recommended tome by a friend
He had heard of Jonnuy Monroe’s posed Indies. Mr. Butler says that he of veiy perfect imitationsof letters of who had been much benefitedby Ita use. I procured the article, and, after using aevaral bottles,
coughing up a spear of herd’s grass, has seen the original plans on parchcredit of Baring Brothers & Co., of Lon- was roatoredto health, and discontinuedita use.
I feel quite confident that there iano medicine
and uncle Nathan a kernel of corn ; but ment of tho boat and engine by Don
don. The forged documents were pre- aupertor to It for thoae complaintsfor which It la
lurking iu embryo the feelings of a
highwayman, like the putrid yeast of
is

:

fessor of

Greek. You

see

he thinks he

looks as old as anybody, aud feels older
yet.

Well, these yoilh

Ann
Hitt

tthotjrelland

was

.

_

a nice, friendly little thing.
couldn’t remember much about
her ; but as for the other one— Miss
bhotwell — ho said she was a stunner ! the idea of coughing out your teeth— or
Blnsco, the inventor, and ? that the en- sented almost simultaneously in several especially prepared, and would cheerfully recommend it to those who feel that they need someseemed to cany a|l before her; and your tougue !
gine is far more simple, and in its action cities and towns on the Rhine aud in thing to restore them to perfect health.
people gazed at her when she’cabeiintQ
What ! what! wliab!”
Respectfully youra.
more direct, than any he has ever seen- the south of France. Th« watermarks
U. L. FBTTINGILL,
the cars.
“Stop the cars !” cried she.
,iu this country. King Ferdinandhad have been so well imitated that many
firm of B. M. PettlngillA Co., 10 Stats Bt., Boston.
I couldn’t make out what the secret
And up sprang dear old Phil,, aud the vessel aud machinery broken up as
of the most experienced cashiers who
of it was, for Ben’s descriptive powers made a dash at the conductor. But the work of tliedevii.
VioiTiu* extendi Ita influence Into every part
cashed the forged documents believe of the human organism, commencingwith Ita
Are weak.
Ben caught him and held him back, >i
correcting dtaeaaed action and restorthat the paper, at all events, on which foundattou,
“Was it her dress ?”
ing vital powera, creating a healthy formation and
for what was the use of stopping the
The Chinese are raising rice in Geor- the forgeries were drawn must have purificationof the blood, driving out dinaie.and
He couldn't exactly say.
train, when it was a lightningexpress, gia. They do it with two sticks.
leaving Nature to perform tte allotted task. Viabeen genuine.
is eold by all druggists.

Ben

•

mu

All Sorts.

Geneva Lake,
not

gaudy.”

Just Taken His Bitters.

Wis.,. is “ gar, but

w*

^Ewrom makes tiie %st show
(equipage*s^

—Wo

heard

a seedy-lookingindividualwith an

alarmingly red nose remark to a brother
soaker that he had "just had his bitof tterBi bnt he did not mind taking an-

^

AGRICULTURALIMPLEMENTS.
CHICAGO aCRAPKR <* PITCHER CO., M LdMlt.

His remark suggostod a
°f reflection.How was it, we

other nip.''

Gen/Grant
Gen.
‘Grant

has promised an early
early ^ra^u
asked ourselves,that the word "bitvisit to Gape May.
ters ” had grown to be a synonym for
A California dairyman makes 150,* gin, whisky, rum, and other alcoholic
000 pounds of butter annually.
stimulants,to which it was applied inFor several weeks to come our base discriminately? Bitters,we reasonad,
suggested the idea of a healthfultonic,
ball news will come from England.
not of a poisonous stimulant ; someA man may be great by chance, but thing invigoratingto the system, not
never wise nor good without taking an al
ilccholic irritant, full of fusel oil,

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.
Da. HIATT d Lb ROY.p loath Clark.

pains.

BOOTS AND SHOES— WHOLESALE.
DOOOFTT, BASSRTT A HILLS, 29 t* 31 Lake.
C. M. IIRNDKRSONd CO 290 to 222 Madiaon.
OREKK8FRLUXR, ROSENTHAL A CO., M Lake.
0. 8. RICHARDSON A CO., Ub to 130 Yranklin.

producing present intoxication and ultiThe Advance suggests short sermons mate insanity, idiocy, or premature
during the hot weather. We second the death. Moreover, our idea of bitters was
totally irreconcilable with "gin cockmotion.
fnilu
” 44
” nand
.1,1’“brandy
<<Kvnu.li.
tails,”
"rum mi'mtiaa
punches,”
In* the city of Boston there are 21
smashes,” which, we are informed, are
savings banks, with more than $70,000,sweetened with sugar, and rendered
000 ou deposit.
doubly injuriouswith essences colored
Miss Lavinia Godell, of Janesville, by means of mineral poison. This was
Wis., has just been admitted to the bitter-sweet with a vengeance. We
bar of that State.
mentioned this problem lo a friend.
He
solved it by exclaiming : " Why,
The State Prison of New Jersey, acdon’t you know that most of these bitcording to a Herald report, holds
ters advertised as remedies are only
twenty-six murderers.
drams in disguise ? Topers know it, if
This Emperor William of Germany is you do not. I must make one excepto visit Italy during the present year
tion, however,” he added, " and that’s
probably in the autumn.
Dr. Walker's California Vinegar BitThe Isthmus of Panama Railroad is ters; there isn’t a particle of alcohol or
laid upon ties of lignum vita1, which fermented liquor init, and it is the best
vegetable tonic aid alterative in Awircost from $1.50 to $2 apiece.
2
Cordial relations have been estabSome lover of statisticshas found out
lished between Bavaria and the other
that of the 360 members of Congress
States of the German empire.
108 are lawyers, 50 business men, 20
In 1373 the use of coal was prohibited editors and 13 farmers. There are
by law in London, as the effluvia was about 40,000 lawyers and 2.500,000inconsidered injurious to health.
dependent farmers in the United States.
The contributionsfor religious chari- There is, therefore, one lawyer to about
ties in England for the year 1873 200 of that profession,and one farmer
to about 130,000 agriculturists.
amounted io over^8,000,000 ih gold.

mm

;

ica.”

______

AWNINGS, TENTS, TWINES AND COROAQT
GILBERT,HUBBARD 4 COJBt to 230 South Water.

Chicago, 204 N. 2d, St. Ltmia, 244 Main, Cincinnati.

BOOKSELLERSAND STATIONERS.
JTAJtSRN. McOLURO A CO , 117 t« ill State.
W. fi. KERN, COOK1ACU, 113 lo Mb State.

Hr. J. Walker’s California Yin*
fft&r Hitters are a purely Vegetable
preparation,mafio chiefly from the native herbs found on tho lower ranges of
the Sierra Nevada mountains of California, the medicinal propertiesof which
are extractedtherefrom without tho use
of Alcohol. Tho question is almost
daily asked, “What is tho cause of tho
unparalleledsuccess of Vinegar BittersI” Our answer is, that they remove
the cause of disease, and tho patient recovers his health. They are the groat
blood purifier and a life-givingprinciple,
a perfect Renovator and Invigorator
of the system. Never before in the
history of the orlil has a medicinebeen
compounded pogAOBsing the remarkable
qualities of Vinegar Bitters in healing the
flick of every disease man is heir to. They
are a gentle Purgative ai well as a Tonio,
relieving Congestion or Inflammation of
the Liver and Visceral Organs, in Bilious
Dresses.

SLEIGHS. Etc.
JAMES B. THOMAS, Manufacturer,111 IT. Peoria.

P.

tire,

COMMISSIONEROF DEEDS FOR ALL STATES AND
TERRITORIES,AND U. S. COMMISSIONER.
SIMEON W. KINO, 159 LaSalle, Room 6, flaet floor.

ble-Uke appearance (dangereuato men, no doubt);
and that Lyon’a Kathalrou made the hair grow
thick, aoft and awful pretty, and, moreover, preMrs. William HonnirK, living near vented it from turning gray. If the proprletora of
Ligonier, Ind., was bitten on the foot theae article!did not aend the aiatera an inyolce,
by a rattlesnakewhich had crawled into they are not amart

to be alone.

her bedroom. Prompt remedies saved
Not Quite So Faati Mr. Jonea!-A horaethe woman’s life.
doctor in Philadelphia waa caught changing the

Dr,

J.

It is said that a number of steam celebrated Mexican Muatang Liniment into other
Fortify the body against disuse
bottlea and ualng it aa hla own recipe. Honeaty ia
propellerscapable of carrying 1,500 to elwaya the beet policy. Theae medteine-men like by purifying all its fluids with Vinegar
2,000 tons are to be built of steel by a to follow up auchfellowa.It cured the lame horae Bitters. No epidemic can tako hold
party of English capitalists, and put in- all the aame; but it damaged the Doctor'! reputa- of a system thus fore-armed.
tion, and benefited the proprietor in proportion.
to the Mississippivalley trade.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion,HeadWe have heard of ao many Rheumatic periona and
lame horaea being cored by the Muatang Liniment
that we adviae every houaekeeper, liveryman
Council, and voted in favor of the estab- and planterto tnveat In a 60-cent or a 91-00 bottle,
lishment of public schools.
has agalnataccident.Beware of counterfeit!. It ia
wrapped in a ateel engraving,aigned "O. W.
seen a wonderful development in that Weatbrook,Chomlat."
direction in half a century.
The Grand I(e volutioniu Medical TreatDr. Prime is sound in common sense mert, which waa commaneed in 1860, ia atlll In
as well as in theology. He says that progreaa. Nothing can atop it, for it la founded on
dyspepsia is a great foe to grace. It the principle,now unlveraally acknowledged,that
darkens the sky and breaks the hopes of phyalcal vigor la the moat formidableautagontat
Christians. They think the of all human allmanta, and experiencehaa ahown
that Plahtatiox Bittbrb la a pearleaa Invigortrouble is in their hearts, when it is iu ant, aa well aa the beat poialble aafeguard agalnat
•pidemlc dlataaea.
their stomachs.

Peter Cooper, fifty-four years ago,
was a member of New York’s Common

He

many

A countryman has hail damages ORoCOn^^vatboms.Terms free. Addresa
awarded him for being butted over a V V H y C U Oeo. Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
fence by a neighbor’s bull. The small- A OMNT.S WANTKD— Men or Women. a
ness of the sum is due to the plaintiffs iV week or 9100 forfeited. The tecret tree. Write
at once to COWEN A CO., 8th 8t., New York.
avowal that he was trying to get over
the fence as quickly as possible, so that

the bull only helped him in carrying
out an intentionof Ids own free will.
Of the cotton

factories in the

(BOS PKHDAY
•Ddfc
pay

A Marrying Marqnis.

Apply now.

it

a

week

and will

G.Webber A. CoMMarlou.O

FIVE MYSTERIOUS PICTURES.

United

States 191 aie in Massachusetts, 139 in
Rhode Island, 138 in Pennsylvania, 111
in Connecticut, and 81 in New York, aggregating 667, or more than two-thirds
of tlie entire whole. New Jersey has
27, New* Hampshire 36, Maine 29, Maryland 22, North Carolina 23, Georgia 34,
and Tennessee 23.

it.

Commieetonor$30

Salary, and expenaee.Wo offer

Qaeerly Concealed Beautlei. Strange De*lrea.

PusaBug Problem!.PKKK TO ALL. Addreaa,
with atamp, ADAMS A CO. 4 Pearl atreet,Boaton.
OeiiiiHylvanlninllltnry Academy, Cheater.
Pa. Opens Wednesday. Sept. 9th. Couraeof

JL

studies, extensive Civil ami Mechanicaleugixeering. The Clasaica and English thoroughlytaught.
For circulars apply to Col. Theo. Hyatt, Preatd’t.

A

DVERTI8ERS! Am. NewspaperUnion

repreaeuts over 1, MO papeia, divided Into 7 subdivisions.Send S-ccnt stamp for Map showing location of papers, with combined and separateliats,
giving paUmatea for coat of advertising.Addreas
S. P. SANBORN, 114 Mouroe street, Chtchgo,Hi.

lY

available aaseta, while ita total liabilitieaat the
name date were $2,123,269.The loans secured
bv first mortgages amount to considerably

more than the total liabilities. The low rates,
the large capital, the definite contracts,and
the liberal policies of the National,render it
especiallyworthy the confidenceand the
patronage of the public. It is a national company, chartered by Congress.The business is
done at the principalbranch office,Chicago,
Illinois. John V. Farwell, President.Applicatibns for insurance can be made through any
of the agents. Applicationsfor agencies
should be made to the Chicago office.

lA-lb

a full

asaortmentofJob Inks.

byeits"
^ig^Pockct Photos ccp o.
stances in the Eye, In Wonnda, etc., and to examine Insects, Flowers and Plant!, to detect flaws
in Metals,flneneaaof wood-grain; to decipher
writiugotherwiaeIllegible. and for the inspection

Waukesha Mineral Rock Spring
Co., Waukeaha,

Wle.i for orders for the water or for circular*.

MORE TESTIMONY.

treatment. Yours,

FURNITURE.

A. L.

HALE

A

BRO„

10, II, 14

and II Canal.

_

Rau Clair*, July 6. 1974.
Olin ACO.:-G*»if*-Thiaia to certify
____ fy that
1 have uaed the Waukeaha Mineral Rock *p
prlng
Water for the laat six or eight months, wtth gu
reaulta.I waa very bad with the kidney and fiver
diaeaie, and this water hat helped me wonderfully, in lx>th of tho disease*.Mv digeetlou baa also
greatly Improved,and I now foeltliis water haa
been a great benefit in more ways than one. If 1
C. U.

J. J.

GLASS SHOW-CARD PAINTER.
O. BURGIIOFPEB,199,901 and 909 1. Randolph

GUNS, CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE.
Addreaa •• SPENCER,” 68 State, let. 1B7.

continue to uae the water, I am confident that it
will vffect a permanent cur*. Therefore ahtp me
to this city another half-barrel of the vater at
Respectfully youra,

KIMBARK BBOS. A

once.

CO., 80 to 84 Michigan-**.

every particular. Wabaah-av.,oor. Congreai.

IMPERIAL AXLE GREASE.
OEO. B. SWIFT A CO., Mfra., 142 to 146 Fulton.

LINSEED UIL AND OIL CAKE MANUFACTURERS.
E. W. BLATCUFOBD A CO., 70 North Clinton.
LOCKSMITHS’AND BELL-HANGERS’MATERIALS.
J. F.

WOLLEN8AK.228

LaSalle.

LUMBER.
THE PFPHTIOO co-Green Bay Lumber. North
Pier. W. M. Strong, Frea. G.C.HeupaUaj.buc.

try the water, and sent to 8t . Louis and got live gallons, and while I was drinking it 1 received four
gallona from a friend In Illinois, in a few days I
received a circular which told me that the water
that waa aunt me from Hllnola was from Mineral
Rock Spring, tlnce then 1 have orderedtwo barrels and received It, and am making free uae of it.
By the use of the water my health la better than
it haa been for years. My wife thlnka the water
the greatest boon that I ever received. It baa Ita
desired and designed effect. I think after using
it a few montha more. I shall be all right.
Now, air, 1 am no scholar, and if you cua ebange
the atylc of my writing without destroyingit*
meaning, you aro at llbuity to do it.

CHARLES BABNlfl.

MARBLE AND SLATE MANTELS.
THE OOWKN MARBLE CO., 11 North Clark.
F. W. SMITH A CO., Dealara tu HoUtfhaud

Bend 26 cents and the addreas of five persons and rec eive by mall a Beautiful Cnromo, alxe 7 by 9-worth *1.60 -and full Instructions to clear $20 a day. Addreas
PLUM A Co., 1<* South 8th-at., Phlla.,P».

WHY
Fin-

ished Marble, 48 E. Van Buren.

NOT.

MILLINERY, FEATHERS AND FLOWERS.
DALY, LGEB A CO., 144 Wabaih*av.

MUSIC, SHEET AND BOOK. AND DEALERS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
GEO. F. BOOT A SONS, 109 State.

IN

PIANOS AND ORGANS.
W. W. KIMBALL, A)5 to 209 State,

CHARLES J. SMITH.

Maedattai, Kanata,July 6, 1W4.
O. C. OLm A Oo.>~Thiaia to certify that 1 have
been troubled wtth kidney,bladder End urinary
complaint!, bordering on to Bi ighl'edlecaae, for a
number of year*. For the laet two yeara I have
•offered much: the doctors could do me no lasting
good. All the Umelhoti waa quant! (lei of albumen
In my urine. I had seen a notice in the paper of
Waukeaha Water. Laat February1 thought 1 would

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD MANUFACTURERS.
E. W. N LATCH FORD A CO., TO North Clinton.

ATTEND THE

COLLEGE,

IOWA

for

Dea Moines, la.,

a

buslnea*

education and *
boa it if. il band writing.Addreaa, for particulars,
WORTHINGTON A WARD. Daa Moines, low*.

PUMPS. WOOD AND PORCELAIN CYLINDER PIPE. Etc.
tone ever ninde. The COM fc! It id STOP 1*
J. F. TEMPLE A SONS, Mufra., cor. Pulk and Canal. the beat ever |>Uced Iu mny Organ. It is
produced by an extra aet of reeda. peculiarly
REAL ESTATE.
voiced, the
of which 1* MUST
JA8. B. GOODMAN A CO., 71 Dearborn.
CHAltdllNU and gOUL-HTiltltl'O. while
it* IMITATION or the HUMAN VOICE i*
SEWING MACHINE COMPANIES.
HI PICK H. Terma liberal.
WATERS' Philharmonic. Veroer and ORCHESAMERICAN 8. M. CO., 242 Wabaah-av.
“ DOMESTIC” 8. M. CO., 74 State. Agent! wanted.
TRAL ORGANS
OROVIH A BAKER 8. M. CO.. 1«) State.
in UN141UIG PltUNCII CA*»l£n. are am'>ng the
HOME B. M. CO.. Jnhneon,Clark A Co., 157 State.
brat made, amt combine PUIUTY of VOICVICTOR B. M. CO., 381 Weat Madiaon.
fcw with great volume of to net suitable
lor PAHMM. fllbHCll or MUMlC HALL.
SHOT.
,
SCALE PIANOS
CHICAGO SHOT TOWER CO., 70 North Clinton.
nave Meat power and flue einglng lone,
with all modern Improvement*, anu are the
SHOW-CASE MANUFACTURERS.
HUNT PIANOM 31 A OK. These Organ* and
Plnnoearoaviirrfinfedforflyear*. PIIICKH
SAMUEL B. MARTIN, 67 State.
KXTHKMKLtr LOW lorcaah or part cash
uuu balance in monthly or qnarterly paySOAP MANUFACTURERS.
JA8. B. KIRK A CO.’S STANDARD SOAPS, aold by nienfa. Second band instruments taken
in exchange AUKNTM W ANTKO in every
WholeaaleTrade everywhere,858 to 302 N. Water.
County In .the V. 8. and Canada. A liberal
dlacount to Ttarhtn, Minister$, Churches,
STEAMSHIP LINES.
Schools, Longes, Ac. IlluitratsoCatalooc*
WHITE STAB MAIL LINE, 97 Clark, A. Lagergren. Mailed. HOHACK WATKKH 4k RON,
WHITE LEAD. ZINC AND COLORS MANUFACTURERS. 481 Broadway. New York, P.O. Box 3967*
CHICAGO WHITE LEAD A01L Co., Green A Fulton.

KPPKCT

WATERS’ NEW

Scrofula, or King’s Evil, White
Swellings,Ulcers,Erysipelas,Swelled Nock,
Goitre, Scrofulous Inflammation^ Indolent
Inflammations,Mercurial Affeclii.ins,Old
Sores, Eruptions of tho Skin, Soro Eyes, etc.
In these, as in all other coustitutiona Diseases, ‘Walker’s Vinegar Bitters nave
shown their great curative powers in the
most obstinateand intractablecases.

For Inflammatory and Chronic

Rheumatism,Gout, Bilious,

Remit-

tent and IntermittentFevers, Diseases of
tho Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Bladder,
these Bitters have no eoual. Such Diseases
aro caused by Vitiated Blood.

Mechanical Diseases.-Pcrsonsengaged in Pa’ints and Minerals,suck as

The Wise Men of the Land, the Divine, the
Physician,the Judge, uee daily, In their own
Dome*, and recommend to all Invalid* and anfferera from Dyapepala, Sick Haadache,Sour Stomach,
Ooitiveucsa, Heartburn, Indigestion, Pile*. HHlloua AUarka, Liver Complaint*,Gout and Rheumatic Affection*, Nature’s own great and good

Remedy,
Tarrant’s Effcrrescent Seltzer Aperient,

THE XEW IMPROVED

REMINGTON
Sewing Machine.

as tho beat and moat reliablemedicineeveroffered
to tho people for the above class of diseases.The
nursingbabe, Ita brother! and eiatere.Ita paronte
and grandpare ta, will all find thia pleasant remedy well adapted for their differs,t ccmpUlnte.
For sale by all druggisti.

AWARDED

THE “MEDAL FOR PROGRESS,”

AT VIKNNA, 1873.
Plumbers,Type-setters, Gold-beaters, and Tn* HioiixitObdib or "Medal” Awarded at
tux ExrOSITlOR.
Miners, as they advance in life, aro subject
to paralysis of tho Bowels. To guard No Sewing Machine Received a Higher
against this, tako a dose of Walker's VinPrize.
egar Bitters occasionally.
A PEW GOOD It EASONS i
For Skin Diseases,’Eruptions, Tet-

*

packages. Also

m

REM'NGTON

ADVERTISERS

Insurance Compiuv of tho United States of America had,
on the let day of July, 83,866,8^8in good ana

cept to oarreiu^crauthorisedagent. Inquire of

A

Salt-Rheum,Blotches, Spots, Pimples,
The Marquis of Waterford seem to
Pustules, Boils, Carbuncles,Ring-worms,
have " ranged” himself, as the French
Scald-hcnd, Sore Eyes. Erysipelas, Itch,
say. Every one will remember how he Who desire to reach country readers can do so In the Scurfs, Discolorationsof tho* Skin, Humors
best
and
cheapest
manner
by
ualng
ono
or
more
sec*
eloped with the wife of Capt. Vivian,
and Diseases of tho Skin of whatever name
tions of Tux Cheat Nkwsi-ai’krAi'xiliaiiy Liars,
then member of Parliamentfor Truro, Apply to Li, E, PRATT, 79 Jackson-st.,Chicago. or nature, are literally dug up and carried
He did make what reparation he could
out of the system in a short time by the ubc
OURial°guefor 1874 will be of these Bitters.
by marrying the lady after she was di(sent free to Agents nn application.
vorced ; but a few months ago she died,
Pin, Tape, and other Worms.
Inew maps, charts, chhoMIKTlAflMO,
&c. Our new Maps of 1KDI- lurking in the system of so many thousands,
and the Marquis is now free to enter
W|aNA, ILLINOIS, OHIO and M10HI- aro effectually destroyed and removed. No
upon a marriage which offers a better
ItiAN.arethe beat and cheapest pub
system of medicine, no vermifuges, no anprospect of happiness. His fiancee
Bl1, *. C. BRIDOMAN.
thclminitlcswill free tho system from worms
is the only daughter of the Duke of
(sA I
I Barclay Straat, N. T.
like these Bitters.
Beaufort, and was born in 1855. The
For Female Complaints, in young
wiJS‘.”*c£
Marquis is twelve years older.— Liver- THIS PRINTING INK
Harper’a Bulldinga, New York. For aale bv Chica- or old, married or single, at the dawn of wopool Mercury.
go Newspaper Union, 114 Monroe-at., In 16-lb and

The National Life

$2.60

A BON, U and &4 Lake.

ache, Pain in tho Shoulders, Coughs,
Tightness of tho Chest, Dizziness, Sour
WIRE CLOTH AND WIRE GOODS.
Eructationsof tho Stomach, Bad Taste CLINTON WIRI CLOTH CD., 176 Randolph.
in tho Mouth, Bilious Attacks, PalpitaA DVKRTIBKR8! Send lb cent! to OEO. F. ROWtation of tho Heart, Inflammation of tho
ELL A CO., 41 Park Rovfi New York.lnrtheir
Pamphkt oi 100 jM0««, containing Hate of WOOnewaLungs, Pain in the region of tho Kid- papera and eatimatea ahowlng coat of advertliing.
neys, and a hundred other painful symptoms, aro tho oflsprings of Dyspepsia.
jHE
One bottle will prove a better guarantee
of its merits than a lengthy advertisement.

ter,

M

),

per dot. Money moat accompany the order, ex-

Lelfer/rom Judge Hiram Barber.

HOTELS.

Walker’s Vinegar Bitters,

demljohnaandJnga,

|7;

Hoaicox. Wl*., July 7, 1W4.
Ma. C. C.Olix, Waekeaha, Wle.:-Dear Nir-lnENGRAVER. SEALS. PRESSES, BURNING-BRANDS, oloeed please find $1.25 for five gallons of Mineral
Rock Spring Water-can send to-day bt express.
SOAP STAMPS. STEEL AND BRASS STAMPS.
I am much pleated with toe reaulta from the uae
of your Spring Water. I have used for the laat two
L. BOCHR, 171 B. Randolph.
years other waters, but have never received from
the uee of other* ae decided leanlit a* from the
ENGRAVERS.
use of that you sent me. It may be owing to other
8. D. CHILDB, JR., d CO., 116 IrankhB.
caueetoperatliigattbeaamettma.whiob
haa aided
in the favorablereeulte from the me of youre;
ENGRAVERS’ STENCILS AND STOCK.
etlll 1 am not aware of any.aamy habitah.vebeen
C. H. HANSON, as South Clark.
the eame, making uae of no drugtorothermedioal
H. DAHUER.

BURNHAM

and Anti-Bilious.

as they will speedilyremove the darkcolored viscid matter with which tho
bowels are loaded, at the same time
stimulatingthe secretions of the liver,
and generally restoring tho healthy
functions of tho digestive organs.

do,

cent! per gal., package extra ; bottlea(qta

DRUGGISTS-WHOLESALE.
1.

fruit.

men

Barrel, 40gal., 912; half
60

Water. Addreaa 0. 0. Oux A

Wilhoft’s Fever and Ague Tonic.—
Owing to some mysterious change of
Grflteftal Thousands proclaim Vin- NEVADA HOTEL. Wabaah-av.,bet. Madiaon and
Monroe. Central, convenient.|2.00 per dap.
climate, Scotland is becoming, year Tina medioino ia uaed by conatructiou com- egar Bitters tho most wonderful Inpaiiica for the benefitof tlieir employes, when
WABASH
HOUSE, 92 00 per day. Plret-claai in
vigorant that ever sustained the sinking
bvyear, less productive in the matter of

engaged in malarial diatricta. The highest system.
teatimonialahave been given by contractors
No Person can tako these Bitters
San Francisco contributes $12,000 and by the PreHidonta of Home of the leading
railroadsin tbo South ami Weat. When men
according to directions, and remain long
in goM to the Louisianarelief fund, are congregated in large numbers in tbo
unwell, jirovided their bones aro not dethus standing neit to Boston in her neighborhoodof ewiuipa and rivers,Wilstroyed by mineral poison or other
liberality.
hoft’a Tonic will prove a valuable addition to
tbo block of medicines, and will amply reward meaw, and vital organs wasted beyond
Cape May has now from 3,000 to 4,- the company in the Having of time, labor and repair.
000 guests at the different hotels, some money. We recommend it to all. Wheelock,
Bilious. Remittent and InterNew Orleans. For
of whom are, of course, notable uud dis- Finlay A Co.,proprietora,
mittent
Fevers, which are so prevaaale by all druggists.
tinguished.
lent in thfc vhllcys of our great rivers
Wanted — 100, 000, 000 Men. -Apply throughout the United States, especially
Three cows recentlydied in Houston,
Tex., and a post mortem examination for a situation »t. the nearestgentH’ fumiahing those of the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri,
store. They will engage you by your paying
revealed about half a pint of tacks iu the price of a box or more of Elmwood Collara, Illinois, Tennessee, Cumberland, Arkansas, Bed, Colorado,Brazos, Kio Grande,
the stomach of each.
which you can tako homo with you.
Pearl, Alabama, Mobile, Savannah, RoA stoit old woman in Detroit got The Northwestern Horse-Nail Co.’s anoke, James, and many others, with
mad, lately, because a photographer “ Finibhcd Nail ia the beat in the world.
flioit vast tributaries, throughout our
wouldn’t let her fan herself while she
entire country during the Summer and
Go to EivkhhidiWater Cure. Hamilton, 111
had her picture taken.
Autumn, and remarkably so during seaThe comet’s tail will just miss strik- The Ladle*’ Soroata Club, of New York, re- sons or unusual heat and dryness, aro
ing the earth. Only a trifling matter of cently changed their diecneilonfrom Woman’e invariably accompanied by extensive deforty millions of miles between our Suffrage to Hair preparationaand Pimple Banlah- rangements'- of the stomach and liver,
are. They declared that where nature had aot englobe and a world of gas.
and other abdominal viscera. In their
dowed them with beauty, it waa their right -yea,
treatment, a purgative,exerting a powtheir
duty—
to
aeek
it
where
they
could.
So
they
The late Jules Janin was very happily married. His wife acted as his all voted that Magnolia Balm overcame Sallow- erful influenceupon these various ornaia, Rough Skin and Bing-Marka,and gave te the
amanuensis, and fulfilled his own theory complexion a moat tfiifitieue (Boroaiaa) and mar- gans, is essentially necessary. There
is no catharticfor tho purpose equal te
that it is not good even for literary

Diabetes,

Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Jaundice,
Bright’s Disease,

your draggtet

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY-WHOLESALE.
A BHKAKBY, 38 tolO Lahe.
Vinegar hitters are Aperient, Diaphoretic, EDWIN HUNT A SONS, W and 60 Lako.
Carminative,Nutritious,Laxative, Diuretic,
HEAVY HARDWARE-WHOLESALE.
Sedative, Counter-Irritant,
Sudorific, Altera-

<

Gravel.

CHINA, GLASS AND QUEENSWARE.
BOWEN, 2tt to 2M Wabaah-av.

Tlio properties of Dr. Walker’s 6EEHERGER

1

'

prtcea:

CHILDREN’S CARRIAGES, ROCKING HORSES,

IRA

Dropsy,

and all dlieheea of the liver and kldneye. Thla
watar la now known and aold aa a remedy for the
above dtaeaaaa, in all parta of the world. It li
truly wonderfulwhat effact it haa upon the human
ayatem. It la now balng ahtppedat the following

.

VINEGAR BITTERS

MINERAL ROCK SPRING
CI7RK8

manhood, or the torn of

life, these Tonic
Bitters displayso decided an influence that
improvement k soon perceptible.

l.-A

A'«ic

Jnvrnfion, TnoxocouLT Tested sod

securedby Letters Patent.
!4.— Makes a perfect LOCK

IT

ITCH, silk* on both

Idei, on all kinds of goods.
3.-Ruui Liout, Smooth, Noiielei*sad Bafid
—lest comtinaf ion of qualities.
4.— Dueablk— itun* for Tears without Repair*,
ft.—

H'tU do all varietiesof Work sod t'anegStitch-

ing iu * superior manner.
O.— Ia Most Edstig ILmagtd by the operator.
Lengtbof ititch may be altered while runnlDg,*Dd
machine c»n be threaded without pining thread
through hole*.
T.-Dealgn Simjis, Ingenious, Elegant, forming
the stitch vithoutthe uae of Cog-Wheel Oesra,
Rotary Cams or Lever Arms. Haa the Automatic
Drop- Feed, which insures uniformlengthof stitch at
any speed. Has our new TArtad-Orntrottcr,which
allows eaay movemant of n**dl*-bar and prevent*
injury to thread.
8,— COKITEDCTIOK MOSt Cartful and

miSHID. It

manufacturedby the most ektR/ui and experienced
mechanics, at the celebrated Remington Armo1*

Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever von find its impuritiesbursting through
tho skin in Pimples, Eruptions, or Sores;
cleanse it when you find it obstructed and
sluggish in the veins; oleanse it when it ii
foul ; yonr feelings will tell yon when. Keep
the blood pure, and the health of the system
will follow.

of grain, minerals,etc. Useful for everybody.
R. H. MCDONALD & CO„
Double Convex Lena, 1 1-2 inches In diameter.
Mounted in leather, and carried in the vest DragglaU andGen. Agts.,San Francisco,California,
pecker. Price 60 cents, two for *1 . free by mail and oor. of Washingtonand Charlton 8t*., N. Y.
Sold by all Drag
Dealer*.'
Agents Wanted. IlhiatratedCircularsand
terma free. Addreaa M. L. BYRN, P. O. Box 4,600,
New York. Office, No. 49 Nasaatt-aK' State where liTon'-y-Maklng Employment. Beat ever
yon saw this.
lYl offered. Addreaa,M. N. LOVELL, Erie, Fa.

gUU

New York Offlce, No.« Madison Square (Kurtz’eBuilding). BRANCH

ry, lllon, 1L Y.

OFFICES
Superior

5485 State 8t., Chicago, lll.| 270
It., Cleveland, 0.| 181 Fourth
1

SL, Cincinnati, U.| 400

Main

’
VI

1

1

IWI knowu

VIVI NO

I

A sure Remedy.
CHARGE

tor treatment until cured. Call on or addreot

DR.

J.

O.

BECK,

Cincinnati, Oh

Medical Wonders. Should be read by
all. Rent free for 2 stamps. Addren
DR. BONAPARTE, Cincinnati. O.

of

BOOK

It., Buffalo,

C.

331 Washington BL, Boston, Mass.!
810 Chestnut BL, Philadelphia,Pa.» 10
Mlxth SL, Pittsburgh, Pa.

In thla

N. Y.|

H

I

N.

U

No. 3‘4

•lirkiliN WRITING TO ADVKrTIHRKfL
>V , plrnae eny you saw the urivertUemc*'

pupe

4 ,

THIS SPACE BELONGS TO

[

HEBEiR

'W-A.LSH:
--- __

^

Proprietor of

session,

A Change

1857.

_

FiL.»n!Vy“^
Yisacr.

The minutes of

A

!

money for

their pre-

one Druggist to do this, it is right for all.
It is a fact, that if one Druggistcan offer to pay the doctors 6 or 10 cents on each one of their prescriptions, others can
20, 80, 40 or 50 cents for the same.
It is a fact, that all this money comes out of the patient— wrt ot/f 0/ the Ihruygitt.

NOT

LIE!

Over 4,800 prescriptions are put up at the City Drug Store each year. About 2,200 prescriptions are put up at all the other
stores in the City, each year— total 7,000. It would be safe to say that these prescriptionsare refilled cacli once, (many times they
are refilled from five to ten or more times,) making 7,000 more— total 14,000.
Now 14,000 prescriptions at ten cents each would amount to ..............................................
f 1,400,00
“ twenty
“
..............................................
2,800,00
.
“ thirty
“
“ .................................
............. 4,200,00
“ forty
..............................................
5,000,00
fifty
“ ..............................................
7,000,00
These arc facts and figures. Look at them. Figure them over, and see how this bargain and sale once carried out, would
effect your pockets. A poor man is sick, his wages stop, and Doctor and Druggist must be paid. Then add your percentagetake out of him ail you can. But is it right ? Is it honest? Let the public answer. If Doctors do not receive sufficientpay for
their services, let them come out in an honest way and claim more, and not try and send my customers to another Store because I
refuse to be a party to this downright robbery of the people.
During the thirty years I have been engaged in the drug business, I have never paid one cent to any Physician, and never
intend to, but if I can save the public from one thaumnd four hundred drillan to aeren thousand dollara per year on their prescriptions
4 intend do so, and ahull claim myself to be the peojtle'a friend. And I intend the public shall understand that when h Physician
gives them a prescription,no matter whose name may be printed on the paper, or what the Doctor may *ay} they have a perfect
right to have it prepared at any store they wish.

“
44
“
44

“
44
44
“

Holland, Mich., July

PETSIIMS'

We

“
“\ “
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“ “ “ “

“

•

••

HEBER WALSH.

28, 1874.

ms

Street,

.......

Mortgage Sale.

_

Hardware

Defaclt having been made In the condition* of
payment of a certain Indenture of Mortgage, which
was made and executedby Abraham Elferdink of
»:o:Holland, Ottawa County, State of Michigan, to
Arend Ueerlings. of the same place, on the eighteenth (IHth)dav of June, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundredand seventv-two, (A.
I). 1878,) which was recorded in the Officeof the Uratefully acknowledclngthe liberal patronage of his many friends and customer*
Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa in
in the pa*t, respectfullyinvite*
the State of Michigan,on the twenty ft ret (-’1st)
the attentionof the
day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
Public to hi*
eight hundred and seventy-two(A. D. 1872,)
at 1 o’clock P. M., on page 416, of Liber ‘X’ of
Mortgages, In said office, which said mortgage was
duly assigned by said Arend Ueerlings, of the
City of Holland.Ottawa County, State of MichOF
igan, to Abel T. Stewart of the same place by
a certain deed of assignment, executed and dated
on the twentieth(30th) day of June, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventytwo (A. D. 187‘2.)which said deed of assignment
was recorded in the Office of the Registerof
Deeds of the County of Ottawa. In the State of
Michigan, on the twenty-eighth(*th) dav of I hope to see all my old friends and many new
June, In theyearof onr Lord one thousand eight
ones to examine my goods, so well
hundred amt seventy-two (A. D. 1878.) at t o'clock
•elected for the trade.
P. M., on page 432 of Liber “R” of Mortgages,
We have os hasd a Full Aucrtnestof the Eeit
in said office, by which default the power (if sale
containedIn the said Mortgage has become ot*r- COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING BTOVR8.
•live,and An which Mortgage there Is at this date
Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,
claimed to he due the sum of Five hundred
and forty-two dollars and fifty-onecents ($543.51) Horse Nails,
of principal and Interest, togetherwith an AtHorse Shoes,
torney’s fee of twenty five dollars ($25) as In said
Mortgage stipulated and agreed for foreclosing
Wagon Springs,
said Mortgage,and the costs and charges of said
Horse Trimmings,
foreclosure and sale, as also provided in said MortGlass, Putty,
gage; and no suit or procecolngi, either In law or
In equity, having been commencedfor the forePaints, Oils,
closure of said Mortgage, or the collection of the
Nails, etc.
debt secured thereby, or any part thereof, Notice
is therefore hereby given, that hy virtue of the
power of sale in said Mortgage contained, I shall
sell at public auction to the highest bidder, the
lands and premises described in said Mortgage

Store

!

any one.

Soliaad

.

_

______

__

__

WYNNE,
JEWELERS.

E. VAN DER VEEN, ALBERS &

FINJDINQ-S

tion granted.

The followingbills were presented : M.
Mulder & Co., lor laying platform and sidewalk in front of engine house, |4.Iffi;John
Kramer for express charges paid on hose,
-oo|2.57; Winter Bros & Brouwer, for repairs
ou fire engine and on jail, $18,80.
Bill of H. Walsli, for oil tor fire engine,
$4.10 was ordered paid; also bill of E. B.
PROPRIETOR.
Preston, for 000 feet of hose, 3^ doz. hose
A
good
urticlc
of LAUKlt BEER mid ALE on
jackets, 1 doz. hose straps, including inlx nand at all times.
terest at ten per cent from July 21, to Jan.
1st, 1875, $818,22, was allowed to be paid All orders promptly attended to, and no
Jan. 1st, 1875.
cartage charged for
The Committee on Si reels, Hoads and
Bridges reported recommending payment
of $20 to II. Wiersema, for constructing
The proprietorwould announce that lie
cross walks as per contract. Also recompays the highest
mending the constructionof a bridge
across tannery creek on 10th street, and CASH FOR BARLEY
HOPS.
asking for an appropriation of two hunHolland, January 28, 1874. 50-Bs-ly
dred dollars for constructingthe same,
and further recommending the construction of side-walk on the north side of 10th
Street from Land Street to south- west corner of Block 2, South-Westaddition to
STORE OF
City of Holland.— All of which was adop-

CARL ZEEB,

DELIVERY.

SLOOTER & HIGGINS,

The City Marshal was instructed to noti8th Street, Holland, Michigan.
fy those Saloon keepers not having tiled
We beg leave to call the attention of the 1’obllc
bonds as required, to do so immediately. to the fact that we have opened. In LABARBE'S
Justices Post and Van Schelvenreported OLD FURNITURE STORE (west of Van Lande-

X,"'0

inon,h of Jul>’-Acccp,cit »»<'

par-

ConnPC
A

Sts.

that

Flour, Fw*<l,

Hay, Grain,

have but little flavor, being a cross be.
tween

a

turnip and

and Mill

Sturt*,

a dried apple.

At Lowest Cash Prices.
TO THE PUBLIC.
Although

Have Constantly on hand a select Assortment of
Fine Watches and Clocks, of the best Manufacture,
Silver and Silver Plated V are, Jewelry, Spectacles.
Notions, etc.

REPAIRING of Watches,Clocks and Jewelry
done In the best manner and icarranted.

GIVE US A CALL!
Our Store I* at the Old Altera' Stand. West of
Van Landegcnd A
J. ALBERS,
Holland. Mich., June 1, 1874. C. B. WYNNE.

Meli*.

on the twenty-rixth(86) day of October, in the year
of our lord one thousand tiaht hundred and Mrentyfour (.4. It. 1874). at ttco o dock in the qfftmm qf
And many other things too numerous to
that day. st the frontdoorof the Court House, in
the City of Urand Haven, Ottawa County,State of
2XPAIBJM k JOBBING DONI AT 8H0BT NOTICI.
Michigan, that being the place where the Circuit
oldest
in
Court for the *ald County of Ottawa 1* holden,
E.
which said lands, and premises are describedas
8. E. cor. 8th dt River
46 Jfcl-ly
follow*, via:— “All of that certain piece or
cel of land situate in the City of Holland,
Always keep a full and well selected stock of Furof ^Michljjan,and described
!
rt*j
!
niture, at prices correspondingwith the times.

men-

VAN DER VEEN.

Flour & Feed Store.

.

the big strawberries on the Pacific coast

Hard-ware.

Carpenters' Tools,

STORE

gend’s) a FLOUR AND FEED
We shall
keep constantly on] hand everythingthat pertain*

The Street Com’r reported for the month
of July.— Report ordered filed.
First-class
Council adjourned.

A Boston lady in Californiasays

Jui^A-L

Farmers’ Implements

Schravesandeand

Tin* iihdurtlgoed respectfullyannounce* tliul ho
Mill sustain* his old reputation, and tl...
„
tlmt n<»|M>dy need* to be wanting in auythlui
which belongsto his line of trade. '

sixty-one others was presented praying
that rattle l>e prohibited from running at Laiia Snti, ktii, ui Kiuts War,
large on the streets of the City during the
Also a full line of
night. Referred to a social committee
consisting of Aid. Dykema and Plietnan.
!
A petition of John Stevens,assignee Of
The most competent workmen constantlyemH. K tippler, surrenderingSaloon License,
ployed.and all work made up In the
No. o, making applicationfor a new
latest style and w Ith dispatch.
license to John Stevens and Aaron J.
Brott, presentedbond, and asking that the pairing till kern Prompt Mtntieo,
unexpired part of License, No. 5, may apE. HEROLD.
ply as payment on the new License taken
Holland, Feb. 20th, 1874. l-3^s-ly
instead thereof.— Bond approved and peti-

—

LARGE
STOCK
- -

GKEIfcT

the last meeting were

FLOUR & FEED

City.

FIRM!
n

HEROLD,

K"‘ni,,ST«^,crrYOKHotx4M,

Dfunrtmn‘

ted.

NEW

E.

AND

PREPARED A! IRE SIT? DRUG STORE AT BALT THE PRICE DIRER STORES CHARGE,

do not purchase Physicians, and have no percentage to pay to

Eighth

rt

i

It is a fact, that if it is right for

IDO

was
ns called
i.ui icti
hy the
in* Clerk.
' i» in. Piti n-

read and approved.
|)etilionof P.

It is a fact, that three Physicians have told me, that a certain Druggist in this City has offered them
scriptions.

FIGURES

roll
ii/ii

!

of Programme Each Week.

PACTS AND FIGURES. FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS

offer

Wednesday, August 5, IK74.
Council met in regular
and was called to order hy the

Mayor.

| The
i

.

_

]

Common

The

“CITY DRUG STORE,”

Established in New York from 1845-1857. In Michigan since
------______ _ ___ ___

Official.

Common Council

ReidS6111& & SOIL

The

Furniture

House

the City.

_

I

am

not in tho habit

*

of pay-

ing attention to all sorts of slanders and
dirty insinuations, which ore spread with
selfish aims by interested parlies, against
the good name and fame of other persons,
I consider it under the present circumstances, a duty, however, which I owe to
myself and to (lie public tlmt has natronized me so liberallyand for which I
hereby tender my thanks, to publish some
informationin regard to my position ns a
Druggist and Apothecary and to prove by
that informationthe entire groundlessness
of the petensions of an impudent back
biter, who for the sake of dirty gain and
his own profit, during the last weeks, ami
especially in a newspaperof last week,
stains me with the dirtiest midmost falsely contrivedimputations,and thereby attempts to bring me into suspicion with the
public. -It is not so much Ihc question
here of dollars and cents, hut the safe pre-

paration

of

prescriptions,

on which

SLOOTER & HIGGINS.
13, 1874. 108-ly

Holland, March

MANUFACTURERS. OF AND DEALERS IN

BOOTS, SHOES,
RUBBERS. ETC.
A Very large stock

on hand.

the

recovery and so often the life of the pa8th Street
HOLLAND, HO,
A -r-i i
tient are depending.
Hnj|
H
l\J H
if
Hence the public are requested to read
46-8 S Ijr
hall of Lot numbered one (1) in Block numbered
the
following
testimony
signed
by
the
Wall
Paper,
Fluid
Thirty-six («) according to the nlat of said City,
Physiciansknown to all here, viz:
of record, a* of the village of Holland, in Hie
Shades,
“Dr. W. Van den Berg, Sr., Dr. T. E.
office of the Register of Deed* of Ottaw a County,
State of Michigan being the same premises this
DEALER IN
Annis, Dr. Tlios. McCulloch, Dr. R. A.
Carpets,
day
1 conveyedby' the said Arend Ueerlings
V.CI.-IMill;!'and
BHU
Schouten, Dr. F. S. Ledebocr, and Dr. J.
n
Bonsio his wife to the *aid party of the first part,
^ The only known remedy for'
Oil Cloths,
il. Carpenter.
and these presenta are given to secure a part of the
consideration p^eeof said premisrs ”
We, the undersigned physicians, declare
Feathers,
Dated the JOth day of July, A. D. 1874.
herewith to the public, that we consider
ABEL T. STEWART. Auionee of Mortqag".
Feather Beds,
And a positive remedy for
Mr. W. Van Putten, as a person who is
H. D. Post. Attorney for Aadgnte.'
FEED, CORN, &c.
GOUT, GRAVEL STRICTURES, DIAMattresses, fully competent to conduct all transactions
All
orders
promptly attended to.
BETES, DI8PEP8IA, NERVOUS
pertaining to the business of a Druggist
and
Anothecary,
and
declare
further
that
DEBILITY, DROPSEY,
agknt ron
said W.
Putten,
-- Van
-------- * possesses the reDr. J.
Carpenter would Non-retention or Incontinence of Trine, Irritation,
Inflamatlon or Ulceration of the
Wall palter bought of ua} trill be trimmed quired knowledge, abilityand experience, U.S.Ex. Co. & M. L. S. R.
announce to the citizens of
to prepare all prescriptions good and with
free of charge.
Office at M. L. S. R. R. Depot,
safety; and we can safely recommend to
46-2
sly
Holland City and vicinity, that
SPERMATORRIHEA,
HOLLAND, MICH.
the public the prescrintions prepared by
Leucorrhcecor Whites, Diseasesof the Prostate
after twelve years’ experience
46- 2* ly
him as being perfectly safe, because
Uland, Stone in the Bladder.
through
personal experience we know
Colculus
Gravel
orBrlckdtist
Deposit
and
Mucus
in the practice of Medicines,
or Milky
.
whereof we speak, as the ability of said
Surgery and Midwifery,
is
W. Van Putten in the preparation of
prescriptions has often and plainly been
HOLLAND, MICH.,
permanently located in
shown, also in criticalcases.
this City, where he will continWe subscribe this testimonial with the Does a general Hanking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all point*
full consciousnessof what we do, and in the United States and Europe. ParticularattenSince the dissolution of our co-partnership. I am
ue to practice his profession.
Permanently Cures all Diseases of the
carrying on this business alonc.atthe OLD STORE, feeling the responsibilitywhich we owe to tion paid to the collection*of Banks and Bankers.
Returning his thanks for past BLADDER, KtDNJCYS^AND DROPSICAL where I can be found at all times, and where I will the public in general and our patients in Remittancesmade on day of payment. All business entrustedto me shall have prompt attenkeep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and particular.
tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
Existing in Men. Women and Children,
h'rtehMeat*, and offer them at the lowest prices.
patronage, he hopes to receive
W. Van den Bero, Sr., M. D.
to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought
I expect to see all our old friends,to come and call
MATTER
THE
AGE!
and sold. Tickets to and from all point* in Europe
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
T. E. Annis, M. I).
a share for the future and to he
sold at my office.
P^&tcel My*: “One bottle of Kearney’s Induce
.uu,
them to purchase their daily rations with
Thos. McCulloch, M. I).
N. KENYON.
105 tf
able to satisfy all reasonable Mum Extract Buchu Is worth more than all other me.
R.
A.
Schouten,
M.
I).
Buchus combined."
JACOB KUITE.
expectation.
Holland, Feb. 14, 1874.
F. S. Ledeboer, M. D.
46-Ss-tf
„ Price, One Dollar per bottle,or Six bottle* for
Five Dollars.
J. H. Carpenter, M. D.
Holland, Mich., May 15, 1874. H7tf
We now leave the matter to the judgDepot, 101 Dune St„
?ork,
mentof an impartial public to decide which
DEALER IN
testimony is stronger, that of one person
A Physician in attendanceto answer corresponAT
dence and give advice gratis.
whose aims are well known not to be
OF
tfT Send stamp for Pamphlets,free. 121-173
loftier than his own pocket and envy of
trade, and the testimony of six physicians,
I hereby give notice to all
TO
who as disinterestedparties can judge iminterested
that during this seapartially,who speak trom their own ex:o:
St., Holland.
perience, and whose reputation as physi- son, I will pay the Highest
I would inform the Public that hy an increased
cians hotli with the public and with their
supply of necccssarytools »nd machinery I am
Oak
patients is of too great a value to them, Cash Price for
OF
BOTH
SEXES.
better enabled than heretofore to meet their wauls
At the Store of M. P. VISHER, everythingcan to assert anything and bo responsible for a
and satisfy all who have BOOK BINDINU to per- No Charge for Advice and ' Consultation.
Staves.
be found. The public of the City and Country, are person about whose competency they enform. of whatever kind or nature it may he. I shall
reqnestod not to pass hy before calling In ana exgive this braqch of my baslnes*more particularatDr. J. B. Dyott, graduate of Jefferson Medical amining the prices at which my goods are sold, tertain the least doubt. Wc think this to
tention than heretofore.I have limited my trade
College, Philadelphia, author of several valuable and If they are found satisfactory,to make their be perfectly sufficient for the satisfaction,
exclusively to
works, can be. consulted on all diseases of the Sexu- purchasesof me, and return home, well pleased. of the public, and for a necessary explaI will also contractfor future delivery,
or Urinary Organs, (which he has made an csRespectfully Yours,
Stationary and School Books. al
nation in regard to pur position.
and am prepared to receive staves on any
nedal study) cither In mall or female,no matter
,
M. P. VISSER.
W. VAN PUTTEN.
And will keep constantly on hand an assorted
from what caqse originating dr of how long standDock on the Banks of Black Lake, and
Stock of all kinds of
ing. A practice of 80 years enables him to treat
ty At the same time wc announce that River or at any of the Railroad Stationsdisease* with success. Cures guaranteed. Charges
Paper,
Full Line of Dry-Goods ! oW prescriptionswill be prepared by me with All correspondence by Mail will receive
reasonable.Those at a distance can forward letter
Envelopes,
carefulnessand punctuality at all hours prompt attention. R. KANTER8.
describing symptoms and enclosingstamp to proWriting Books,
of the day and night, and that I have a
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf
1 ^ end for the Guide to Health. Price 10c.
Fens,
great supply of all requiredMedicines, at
Tll
(
J. B, DYOTT, M.D.,
Pencils, • »
Physician and Surgeon, 1W Duane St., N. Y.
Family Sunplicsi-Salt Pork, Corn Beef, Smoked lower prices than anywhere else.
Albums,
Hams, Shoulders and Tongue, Codfish,Mackerel,
I am also Sole Proprietorof Dr. W.
Herrings, Oy stent, etc.-Plckles,
Peaches, Catsup,
Diaries, Etc., Etc.
Sidewalk Flank.
Van
den Berg’s renowned Family-Medietc.-Pork ami Beef, by the Barrel.
cines, consistingin Ague Cure, Cough
Also a full line of
A choice lot of dry pine 2 Inch cull plank for
Syrup, Anti-BiliousHerbs and Pills and 55 to
Ml^jhcap, by II. D Post. Also, No. 1 Shingles, No Credit. Cash or Ready Pay
old, make more money at work for us In their
Stomach Herbs.
Confectionary
Toys.
*pare momenis,
spare
moments,or an
all the
mu time,
null, than
mail ai
at anyuuiig
anything
CASH FOR BUTTER AND EGGS.
W. VAN PUTTEN.
else. Particularsfree. Addres*U. Stintoh & Co.,
4U-38 tf
a. CLOETINUH.
iw Job Printing neatly done hcreT
50-ly
Holland, Mich., July 21 1874.
Portland, Maine.
Holland, June 1st,
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